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Executive Summary
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVE: OVERVIEW
The Community Engagement Initiative (CEI) was initiated in 2008, under the leadership of the
museum’s director Susan Talbott. CEI was established to attract and sustain new and diverse
audiences, in particular but not exclusively Hispanic/Latino, African American/Black, school,
youth and family populations in and around Hartford. CEI also serves to strengthen
relationships with the museum’s traditional audiences, to enhance visitor experiences, to make
the museum more accessible and welcoming, and to improve the lives of the Greater Hartford
community. Through CEI, museum culture is also expected to change to sustain engagement
with the community. A Hartford Foundation for Public Giving (Foundation) grant helps to fund
the museum’s efforts to initiate new programs with artists and local organizations that represent
key communities; continue to identify and develop relationships with other cultural and
community groups; and engage new and existing audiences through existing programs and self‐
guided bilingual materials.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVE (CEI) AT A GLANCE
Key CEI Programs
 Second Saturdays for Families*
 Family Gallery Guides (Bilingual)*
 Community Days
 Children’s Latino Film Festival
 School Tours
 Museum on the Move – School Outreach*
 Free Family Pass (free youth admission)*
Broadening Audiences
 First Thursday
 Connections Gallery*
 Bilingual Highlights Audio Tour*
 Spanish‐language materials*
 Library ART Pass
 Wake up at the Wadsworth*








Teacher Discover Pass (free teacher admission)*
Youth Arts Institute (afterschool program)*
Hartford Youth Art Renaissance
Artist Residencies*
Summer Community Studio*
Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program*
Special Initiatives
 Wayfinding Master Plan*
 thewadsworth.org (website re‐design)*
 Customer Care Committee*

* new programs developed for CEI

During the spring of 2012, concurrent with their ongoing CEI efforts, the Wadsworth was
selected to participate in the Foundation’s Building Evaluation Capacity (BEC) project which is
designed to provide comprehensive evaluation training.1 As a result of their participation in
BEC, the Wadsworth team realized the organization would benefit by commissioning external
evaluation of CEI. Anita Baker of Evaluation Services, who also serves as the BEC trainer and
facilitator, designed the participatory evaluation of CEI calendar year 2012 and 2013
programming. The workplan included an annual implementation study as well as additional
review of key findings from other external evaluation reports. The evaluation was designed
specifically to answer key questions about CEI (see following), to support feedback requirements
regarding the Wadsworth’s grant with the Foundation and to provide results‐based information
to guide ongoing CEI decision‐making.
1

BEC is designed to increase both evaluation capacity and organization‐wide use of evaluative thinking. Participating
organizations receive 30+ hours of content presentation, activities and evaluation‐related technical assistance.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CEI Evaluation Questions
How and to what extent has the Wadsworth met its goals to better engage target populations?
How and to what extent has the Wadsworth increased engagement in its school and family programs?
How and to what extent has the Wadsworth enhanced visitors' experiences of the museum?
How and to what extent has the Wadsworth broadened its reach across multiple audiences?
To what extent have there been cultural changes within the Wadsworth Atheneum?

KEY FINDINGS
During calendar year 2012, more than 101,000 people visited the Wadsworth. The museum set
and achieved or exceeded goals for overall attendance and through CEI worked to identify
specific un‐ and under‐served groups on which to focus outreach and engagement efforts.
Initial estimates to determine the characteristics of adult visitors 2 showed that:


About one‐third of adult attendees were non‐member, first‐time visitors. About 70% of
adults are returning visitors and they attended regularly throughout the year.



Adult visitors from various racial/ethnic groups and age groups attended (e.g., a total of
4% of those who visited in 2011 were African American/Black, 4% were Latino/Hispanic,
5% were Asian/Asian American, 83% were Caucasian; 13% were between the ages of 21
and 30, 24% were between 31 and 45, 34% were between the ages of 45 and 60 and the
rest were more than 60). About 43% of the adult visitors had family incomes less than
$75,000.



A substantial majority (74%) of calendar year 2012 Connecticut visitors who reported zip
codes came from Hartford county. City of Hartford residents were well‐represented
among those who visited (about 30% of Hartford County visitors were from Hartford).

The Wadsworth utilized multiple strategies to engage CEI target populations. This
included special programming and events aimed specifically at Hispanic/Latino and African
American/Black visitors (e.g., Second Saturdays for Families, Community Days, and First
Thursdays) and special exhibits in the Connections Gallery. Additionally, during 2012, the
museum made a concerted effort to translate many print materials into Spanish and launched
two new audio tours – highlights of the permanent collection and a family tour – in English and
Spanish.
As part of its regular and enhanced CEI programming, the Wadsworth made multiple efforts
to effectively engage school communities and families. This resulted in substantial
participation by those targeted.

2



During calendar year 2012, a total of 257 school group tours were conducted involving
more than 13,000 students and 146 individual schools. About half of these groups
involved schools from Hartford.



Many of the students who participated in school tours during 2012 were children who are
members of under‐served groups CEI was designed to attract and serve. It is estimated

Source: Central Connecticut State University Department of Geography – Tourism Research, Dr. Richard W. Benfield,
Project Director; Market Research 2011. Characteristics of adult visitors during the exhibition Monet’s Water Lilies: An
Artist’s Obsession through a stratified sample of 449 adult visitors to the museum from May 20 through June 12, 2011.
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that about 27% of students participating in school tours (as compared to only about 4%
of adult visitors) were African American/Black; about 36% of students (compared to only
4% of adult visitors) were Hispanic/Latino. 3
The Wadsworth also conducted special summer and afterschool programming and provided
multiple opportunities to increase access by school‐aged youth through free/reduced
admissions. The Summer Pre‐Collegiate program and the Summer Community Studio involved
smaller numbers of youth in intensive programming that involved art‐making. For example, the
Summer Pre‐Collegiate program awarded four scholarships to Hartford students to participate in
the University of Harford’s Summer High School Visual Arts program.
In addition to school‐based efforts, Second Saturdays for Families programming also engaged
targeted participants.


Between January and October 2012, a total of 4,903 attendees visited during Second
Saturdays, a little over one‐third of whom were children.



Families from the City of Hartford were the most prevalent among all visitors.

Efforts to engage school communities and families were well received and important
insights and outcomes resulted.


A substantial majority of teachers of students from all grade levels thought their students
felt welcome, understood the content and had opportunities to participate through
questions. Almost all teachers indicated the tours met their expectations.



Tour feedback also showed that proportionately fewer teachers were sure their students
understood the tour theme. This suggests some adjustments are needed.



Museum on the Move ‐ School Outreach involved more than 750 4th grade participants in
classroom, art classroom and museum‐based learning opportunities during 2012.
Separate studies of the Museum on the Move program showed that participants improved
their writing, especially in the use of art terminology.



More than 90% of family member respondents to surveys about Second Saturdays for
Families 2012, provided positive ratings for the hands‐on art activities, family tours and
special activities, and the live music.

Available visitor feedback showed that CEI also focused on enhancing visitors’
experiences.


3

A substantial majority of respondents to Second Saturdays surveys indicated the program
they participated in had helped them grow their own interest in art (86%), had helped
strengthen their relationships with their children (78%), and had helped develop their
children’s interest in art (70%).

Individual student demographics were estimated based on whole school population distributions for those schools with
publicly available school‐wide racial/ethnic population data. Adult visitor demographics were estimated through
stratified random sampling of visitors during the Monet exhibition May 20 through June 12, 2011.
Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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About 80% of visitors to the MATRIX 164 exhibit indicated they were absorbed in their
art experience. They also indicated the exhibit made them feel peaceful and inspired.
Additionally, 96% of visitors indicated the exhibit left them at least a little curious and
80% indicated it left them feeling reflective. About 75% of visitors indicated the exhibit
helped them gain a new insight or learning.

In addition to the many program and exhibition‐focused efforts that comprised CEI, two
non‐program efforts: the re‐designed website and wayfinding improvements also
reflected important change during 2012. Evaluation of these showed the following.


The re‐designed website, available for the first complete year in 2012, included multiple
improvements: a simplified layout, easier navigation, far greater visibility of the
museum’s exhibitions and programs, a sleek layout with a less busy appearance and
faster load time.



Review of current wayfinding needs showed that although there are many seating areas
throughout the museum, there is a considerable lack of locating signage throughout the
galleries. There is also limited wayfinding signage to amenities.

With CEI funding from the Foundation, the Wadsworth hired C&G Partners to develop a
comprehensive wayfinding plan. Phase I of the plan is focused on interior signage, wayfinding,
and donor recognition. It includes: five types of signs throughout the building that are neutral to
allow the artwork to stand out, new visitor maps for general and barrier‐free access, and use of
iconic images to reduce reliance on reading. Funding for Phase I has been secured and
implementation is scheduled to be completed in 2013.
CEI also focused on increasing outreach for multiple and, in many cases, new audiences.
In 2012 this was accomplished through special programs, collaborative efforts and
through partnership development.


The Wadsworth continued an interactive space (Connections Gallery), hosted a film series
with international appeal and presented special programs including First Thursday, Artist
Residencies, and Wake up at the Wadsworth.



Multiple partnerships were established or maintained in support of CEI. This included
program collaborations with 11 different organizations with whom the content of
programs were jointly determined; partnerships with 59 artists/musicians/performers;
and partnerships with 11 different scholars, teachers or other experts.

The final area addressed by CEI is cultural change at the Wadsworth itself. During 2012,
organizational change efforts included the following.


Operation of a staff run, cross‐departmental Customer Care Committee focused on the
visitor experience.



Implementation of the Summer Diversity Internship which provided a stipend to a single
university student.

Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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Participation in the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving’s Building Evaluation (BEC)
Initiative. The BEC team is interdepartmental and is focusing its evaluation work on the
Connections Gallery and the visitor experience.



Administration of internal CEI surveys to determine overall internal response to CEI
goals, strategies and outcomes.4

Trustees, staff and docents were surveyed regarding CEI and their responses show overall
support for CEI programs, goals and outcomes. They also highlighted differences between
specific CEI elements.


4

When asked on a three point scale –not important, somewhat important, important ‐ most
Trustees, staff and docent respondents (66% or more) agreed that six of the ten CEI
programs were important.


All Trustees, and almost all staff (93%) and docents (90%) respondents rated
Second Saturdays for Families as important.



Additionally, most Trustees (86% or more), staff (79%or more) and docents (67%
or more) also rated Community Days, Museum on the Move, Bilingual Audio Tours
and Family Guides as important.



First Thursdays were identified as important to 81% of the docents and 79% of
Trustees, but 69% of staff.



Despite numerous reports and presentations about CEI, about one‐third of Trustees
indicated they needed more information about the Summer Community Studio and the
Summer Pre‐Collegiate program and about 19% of Trustees indicated they needed more
information about Artist Residencies. These were also the programs identified by the
fewest Trustees as important even among those with enough information to rate them.



About one‐quarter of the staff and docents also indicated they needed more information
about the Summer Community Studio and Summer Pre‐Collegiate program.



Most Trustees, staff and docents indicated their support for CEI efforts, and on a scale
ranging from – do not agree at all, agree somewhat, definitely agree – they definitely agreed
CEI has both benefitted and had an important impact on the community and the museum.


All Trustee respondents, as well as 84% of the staff and 81% of the docents
indicated they definitely agreed with CEI goals.



Similarly, all Trustee respondents definitely agreed that CEI programs are valuable
and help to reach CEI goals, as did 93% of staff and 82% of docents.



Almost all Trustees (94%) indicated they definitely agreed with the changes
happening at the museum. This was true for 79% of docents and 75% of staff.

The survey was answered by 63% of Trustees, 70% of staff and 56% of docents (total n=134). Respondents were
broadly representative of all Trustees, staff and docents in terms of their roles at the museum and tenure.
Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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Almost all Trustees indicated they definitely thought that CEI programs were benefitting
underserved residents of the Hartford community. This was also true for most staff and
docents, but the proportion definitely agreeing was notably smaller (94% of Trustees vs.
73% of staff and 76% of docents).



Several themes emerged when Trustees were asked to specify in their own words what
they thought were the most important results of CEI programming. Of the 32 Trustees
who provided responses, the most common comments identified diversity, outreach to
underserved audiences, visibility and partnerships. When staff and docents were asked
the same question, most of those who answered also indicated that increased attendance
and participation by a more diverse audience was a key result.

Through the survey, Trustees also provided multiple suggestions for how they could be more
involved with CEI. All responding groups identified suggestions for potential future partners.
Lastly, Trustees, staff and docents offered final comments that expressed their approval of current
CEI efforts and stressed again the importance of outreach and community engagement and in
securing funds to continue CEI work.
RECOMMENDED ACTION STEPS
A cross‐departmental team of museum staff reviewed the evaluation report and together with the
evaluator identified needed actions, many of which involve more intensive collection and use of
information about CEI efforts. Recommendations focused on: refining goals and establishing
targets; increasing understanding of visitor profiles including who they are and how they
experience the Wadsworth; enhancing internal and external communication about CEI; increasing
access to the museum; and continuing to foster internal culture change.
Review Goals and Targets
 Review existing feedback from staff, docents, and others to refine original goals and establish new
goals if necessary.


Develop a new logic model with outcomes, success indicators, and targets for CEI programming.



Establish long‐term evaluation strategy that lasts beyond a grant period.



Coordinate with The Amistad Center to use the same evaluation instruments.

Identify Visitor Profile
 Building on the base line data gathered in 2012 conduct additional analyses of the 2011 Adult Visitor
Study findings.
 Conduct a follow‐up Adult Visitor Study for 2013. Expand evaluation to include more specific types of
visitors, for example visitors with disabilities.
 Measure a greater variety of events and programs for a more accurate representation.
Analyze Visitor Experience
 Collect better feedback data from Second Saturdays and First Thursday participants.
 Conduct focus groups and other studies of visitor engagement with a variety of visitors, including
teachers and target audiences.
 Evaluate demand for Spanish and/or multilingual materials and tours and respond accordingly.
 Analyze participation among visitors (i.e. art‐making, interacting in Connections Gallery and other
galleries).
Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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Expand evaluation to include feedback from program partners.
Evaluate changes resulting from implementation of the Wayfinding Plan, Phase I.

Communication
 Increase awareness and communication of CEI and related programming:
 Among staff (i.e. brief updates at all staff meetings)
 To visitors and others (i.e. on the website)


Increase recognition of partnership with The Amistad Center and other impactful partners.

Access
 Continue to offer free transportation and free admission to Hartford schools and carefully track and
monitor locations of participating schools.
 Explore additional methods for increasing/enhancing access
Cultural Change at the Museum
 Continue efforts to effectively involve Trustees, staff and docents from all departments in CEI work:
 Provide more information in the areas identified in the survey
 Use other suggestions from the survey
 Conduct follow‐up surveys as needed

As shown above, several of the action steps will be addressed through continued evaluation. Key
evaluation questions will remain the same as for 2012. Key data collection strategies will include
the following:
Conduct secondary analysis and summary of 2011 adult visitor data
Review adult visitor study, assist with 2013 adult visitor data collection and analysis
Conduct follow‐up surveys with staff and board
Conduct Museum on the Move teacher focus groups
Collect and analyze data from three to four Second Saturdays sessions
Review physical plant changes (site visit/observation, wayfinding follow‐up)
Continue to collect and analyze visitor data for 2013 including number, zip codes
Review and integrate other external evaluation reports 2013
Develop/conduct retrospective artist residency mini‐study

Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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Evaluation Report

I. INTRODUCTION
The Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art is one of Connecticut’s principal cultural and civic
institutions. It is the oldest continuously operating fine art museum in the United States with
extensive collections of visual and decorative arts. The Wadsworth is currently conducting a
major renovation of its facilities and reinstallation of its collections with the grand reopening
scheduled for late 2014. The Community Engagement Initiative (CEI) provides an opportunity
for museum leaders, staff and stakeholders to consider their current and potential audiences.
A. Community Engagement Initiative: Overview
Phase 1 of CEI was initiated in 2008, under the leadership of the museum’s director Susan
Talbott. As stated in the grant application to the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, CEI was
established to attract and sustain new and diverse audiences, in particular but not exclusively
Hispanic/Latino, African American/Black, school, youth and family populations in and around
Hartford. CEI also serves to strengthen relationships with the museum’s traditional audiences,
to enhance visitor experiences, and to improve the lives of the Greater Hartford community.
Through CEI, museum culture is also expected to change to sustain engagement with the
community. The Hartford Foundation for Public Giving grant helps to fund the museum’s efforts
to maintain programs and initiate new projects with artists and selected organizations that
represent key communities; continue to identify and develop relationships with other cultural
and community groups; and engage new and existing audiences particularly through new media,
signage, and materials.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVE (CEI) AT A GLANCE
Mission: CEI focuses on how best to engage new, diverse audiences and broaden its base of
traditional audiences through activities and program partnerships and to make the museum more
accessible and welcoming to the entire community.
Key CEI Programs
 Second Saturdays for Families*
 Family Gallery Guides (Bilingual)*
 Community Days
 Children’s Latino Film Festival
 School Tours
 Museum on the Move – School Outreach*
 Free Family Pass (free youth admission)*
Broadening Audiences
 First Thursday
 Connections Gallery*
 Bilingual Highlights Audio Tour*
 Spanish‐language materials*
 Library ART Pass
 Wake up at the Wadsworth*
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Teacher Discover Pass (free teacher admission)*
Youth Arts Institute (afterschool program)*
Hartford Youth Art Renaissance
Artist Residencies*
Summer Community Studio*
Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program*
Special Initiatives
 Wayfinding Master Plan*
 thewadsworth.org (website re‐design)*
 Customer Care Committee

* new programs developed for CEI
1

B. CEI: External Evaluation
During the spring of 2012, concurrent with their ongoing CEI efforts, the Wadsworth Atheneum
was selected to participate in the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving’s Building Evaluation
Capacity (BEC) project. BEC is designed to provide comprehensive, long‐term training and
coaching to increase both evaluation capacity and organization‐wide use of evaluative thinking
for participating organizations. Participating organizations receive 30+ hours of content
presentation, hands‐on activities to apply evaluation skills, and design and completion of an
evaluation project at participants' organizations. As a result of their participation in BEC, the
Wadsworth Atheneum team realized the organization would benefit by commissioning external
evaluation of the Community Engagement Initiative.
Anita Baker of Evaluation Services, who also serves as the BEC
trainer and facilitator, designed the participatory evaluation of
CEI calendar year 2012 and 2013 programming. The workplan
included an annual implementation study as well as meta‐
analysis of other evaluation efforts completed for 2012. The
evaluation was designed specifically to answer the questions
shown to the right, to support feedback requirements regarding
the Wadsworth Atheneum’s grant with the Hartford Foundation
for Public Giving and to provide results‐based information to
guide ongoing CEI decision‐making.
Specific evaluation strategies for 2012 included the following.

CEI Evaluation Questions
1. How and to what extent
has the Wadsworth
Atheneum met its goals to
better engage target
populations in the Hartford
area?
2. How and to what extent
has the Wadsworth
Atheneum increased
engagement in its school
and family programs?
3. How and to what extent
has the Wadsworth
Atheneum enhanced
visitors' experiences of the
Museum?
4. How and to what extent
has the Wadsworth
Atheneum broadened its
reach across multiple
audiences?
5. To what extent have there
been cultural changes
within the Wadsworth
Atheneum?



Secondary analysis of data regularly collected by the
Wadsworth (e.g., number and type of outreach efforts,
number and type of school programs and participants,
number and types of family passes used, number and
locations of visitors).



Secondary analysis of existing feedback from families,
visitors, and teachers/tour organizers.



Collection and analysis of direct responses to surveys
from other key target groups (including family members
at Second Saturday for Families programs, Wadsworth
Atheneum Board Members, docents and staff).



Collection and analysis of Wadsworth public galleries
observation data.



Review of key findings from previous external evaluation reports incorporated into the
data collection and analysis described above.

Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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II. FINDINGS: Engaging Target Populations
During calendar year 2012, more than 101,000 people visited the Wadsworth Atheneum. 5 The
museum has set and achieved or exceeded goals for overall attendance and through CEI has
begun to identify specific un‐ and under‐served groups on which to focus outreach and
engagement efforts. This section of the report provides details about visitation as well as
descriptions of specific actions undertaken to address CEI goals.
A. Visitation
The Wadsworth has a sophisticated visitor tracking system that provides regular attendance
reports. This includes multiple indicators of participation (e.g., overall attendance, member
visitation, group tours, repeat visits, visits by location). Attendance and other goals are set for
each year and comparative data are made available to stakeholders on a regular basis. In
addition, specific data were made available for the CEI evaluation.
Table 1, excerpted from the FY 2012 Attendance Report (July 1, 2011 – June 30, 2012), shows
active visitation at desired levels. Most importantly, this establishes that the museum is
successfully attracting visitors and is tracking participation outcomes related to its CEI efforts.
Specifically: the total number of FY 2012 visits (96,298) exceeded the goal as did the projected
revenue and the number of repeat visits by museum members. Additionally, the Wadsworth
exceeded its goals regarding attendance by visitors from both the city of Hartford and Hartford
County. Table 1 also shows that there were fewer visitors from the rest of the state, but many
more than predicted from out‐of‐state visitors.
Table 1: Strategic Plan Scorecard Results: Goal 2, Attendance FY 2012
FY12

Goal

% of Goal

Attendance: Total Number meets target

96,298

92,368

104%

Attendance: Total Revenue meets target

$221.6K

$204.8K

108%

Member Engagement: Number of repeat visits

1,285

1,200

107%

Growth in city of Hartford visitation

19,691

18,400

107%

Growth in Hartford County visitation

40,960

37,000

111%

Growth in Connecticut visitation

22,134

25,000

89%

Growth in out‐ of‐state visitation

13,513

12,000

111%

Table 2 provides additional visitor statistics for calendar years 2009 through 2012 (please see
note below regarding the difference between fiscal and calendar year data). These totals show
more than 101,000 individuals (adults and children) visited the Wadsworth in 2012. They also

5

Note that the Wadsworth tracks and reports attendance according to its fiscal year, July 1 through June 30. The
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving grant for CEI was provided for each of tfour calendar years 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013.
This evaluation report covers the 2012 calendar year and so some data are shown through December 2012.
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show that visitor attendance remained higher in calendar year 2012 than it had in two of the
three prior years (2009 and 2010).
Table 2: Visitor Attendance Calendar Years 2009 ‐ 2012
Total

2009
96,285

2010
91,039

2011
103,278

2012
101,878

What is not clear from the regular review of visitation statistics is how many of those attending
are individuals targeted, through CEI in particular, for involvement. To address this, the
Wadsworth engaged assistance from Central Connecticut State University (CCSU) to help
Wadsworth staff obtain additional details about the characteristics of adult visitors. 6 This
research was conducted during the exhibition Monet’s Water Lilies: An Artist’s Obsession to collect
responses from a stratified sample of visitors to the museum from May 20 through June 12,
2011. Though the study was conducted after CEI was fully underway, results of the surveys
provide additional clarity and estimated preliminary numbers regarding who is and isn’t coming
to the Wadsworth. A follow‐up adult visitor study will be undertaken during 2013.
Results from the initial study7 show some initial diversity and help to clarify who is un‐ or under‐
served.


Almost one‐third of respondents were first time visitors (30%) indicating that the
Wadsworth attracts individuals who are non‐members and “new” to the venue.



Returning visitors (70%) attend regularly. More than two‐thirds of those returning
visitors (69%) had attended twice or more in the past two years, including 25% who had
attended six (6) or more times.



Visitors from various racial/ethnic groups attended the Monet exhibit in 2011. A total of
83% of adult visitors identified as Caucasian, 4% identified as African American/Black,
4% of the adult visitors identified as Hispanic/Latino, and 5% identified as Asian/Asian‐
American.



Adult visitors of varying ages attended: about 13% were between the ages of 21 and 30,
24% were between 31 and 45, 34% were between the ages of 45 and 60, and about 28%
were more than 60 years old.



More than half (57%) of the adult visitors surveyed reported family incomes greater than
$75,000 (the real median household income in Connecticut, 2011 was about $66,000, and
nationally it was $50,000). A total of 8% of adult visitors reported annual family incomes
less than $25,000, 12% of adult visitors reported annual family incomes between $25,000
and $40,999, and all others (23%) reported annual family incomes between $41,000 and
$75,000.

6

Source: Central Connecticut State University Department of Geography – Tourism Research, Dr. Richard W. Benfield,
Project Director; Market Research 2011. Characteristics of adult visitors during the exhibition Monet’s Water Lilies: An
Artist’s Obsession through a stratified sample of 449 visitors to the museum from May 20 through June 12, 2011. CCSU
partners helped design the surveys and the visitation sampling plan. Implementation of the sampling plan and aggressive
fielding of surveys proportionately on multiple dates and in multiple programs was accomplished by Wadsworth staff.
7

Because the Adult Visitor Survey was conducted using a random sample of visitors, during a “typical” exhibition, and
sufficient numbers of responses were obtained, results are broadly generalizable to the population of adult visitors and
expected adult visitors overall.
Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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The CCSU study of adult visitors helped the Wadsworth establish a baseline understanding of
visitor characteristics beyond those which are part of regular reporting. This attention to visitor
characteristics (as well as increased focus on outreach and engagement of diverse audiences)
occurred in a systematic way in 2011, as a result of efforts to achieve CEI goals. Plans to conduct
a more complete analysis of the CCSU adult visitor data and to conduct the study again to learn
more about who visits, what they need, how they engage with the museum and if that has
changed during the Community Engagement Initiative will continue through planned evaluation
in 2013.
Please note that current efforts to track visitor statistics are complex and comprehensive. As
shown in Table 2, there were more than 101,000 visitors in 2012. Collecting data about who
those visitors are, which regions they live in, what their visitation patterns/preferences are and
how they identify their racial/ethnic, age, income or other characteristics is no easy feat. The
Wadsworth is committed to estimating this information using market research strategies and to
continuously adding to its understanding of audience engagement and outcomes.
Through CEI, the museum also seeks to meaningfully and regularly involve local visitors. As part
of its ongoing efforts to collect attendance data, the Wadsworth asks visitors to identify their zip
codes as they enter. Most do, and statistics on visitation by location can be generated. Like the
estimates obtained through the CCSU adult visitor research, these data help to identify who is
being served and who is un‐ or under‐served. Location in Connecticut can be used as a general
proxy measure of race/ethnicity and income. More importantly, summarizing findings about
where visitors live helps the Wadsworth to know if they are meeting their goals to serve local
residents, especially those who live in the city of Hartford and in other communities. Analysis of
the zip code data and the map on the next page, show the following.


Most (88%) domestic visitors (adults and children) in 2012 who reported usable zip
codes were from the state of Connecticut, about 5% of visitors were from surrounding
New England states and the rest were from other parts of the country. (Annually, visitors
represent all 50 states, Puerto Rico, the US Virgin Islands, the Philippines, and 30 nations
spread across six continents. Specific details about the numbers of these visitors are
available in other Wadsworth visitation statistics reports.)



A substantial majority of calendar year 2012 Connecticut visitors (74%) came from
Hartford County. Visitors came from every county in the state during calendar year 2012.



A total of 50,235 visitors who provided zip code data in calendar year 2012 reported they
lived in Hartford County. Among these, about one‐third (33%) had zip codes in the city of
Hartford. The remaining visitors came from other towns in Hartford County.

In summary, 2012 attendance statistics show high levels of visitation that meet or exceed goals.
Additionally, statistics reveal that local, City of Hartford residents are well‐represented among
those who visit. Review of available data suggest, however that there are populations that are
un‐ or under‐served by the museum. What the data in Tables 1 and 2 and the CCSU adult visitor
survey data do not show, however, is what visitors, especially those targeted by CEI, have been
participating in at the Wadsworth. The section following the geographic display of visitation in
Hartford County describes those efforts and visitation results in more detail.
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Number of Wadsworth
Visitors with Zip Code Data
CY 2012
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B. Hispanic/Latino Populations
Historically, fewer individuals who identify as
Hispanic/Latino have been regular museum visitors that
availed themselves of Wadsworth programs and
exhibitions. As such they are a CEI target population and
multiple efforts were made to more effectively engage
them. In 2012 this included:


special programming at Second Saturdays events
(Mi Casa es Su Casa: 2/12/12; attendance = 863)



special Community Day events
(Cities & Streets: 9/29/12; attendance = 1,638)



special programming at First Thursday events
(Passport to South America: 5/3/12; attendance =
703)



Greater Hartford Children’s Latino Film Festival
(10/20/12; attendance = 196)



Guide by Cell audio tour, in Spanish, for permanent
collections and Let’s Move! Family Tour

Spanish language materials
A critical part of the CEI is ensuring
that the Museum’s offerings are
serving our communities. The
Museum has made a concerted
effort to provide bilingual materials
when possible. Though not
complete, many museum materials
have been translated into Spanish
to increase information access









Whirls and Twirls Family Guide
Let’s Move! Family Guide
Let’s Move! Audio Tour
Highlights Audio Tour
Highlights Audio Tour Rack card
Program flyers for Second
Saturdays for Families
Information about hours in
OnView the museum map
Free Family Pass

These events were well attended, and as staff observed
informally, many Hispanic/Latino individuals and families participated.
C. African American/Black Populations
The museum has also focused on individuals who identify as African American/Black as a target
population, hoping to grow the number who become regular visitors to the Museum and avail
themselves of Wadsworth programs and exhibitions. Specific efforts to engage African
American/Black visitors in 2012 included:


special Community Day events
(Martin Luther King Jr. Community Day, Freedom: 1/16/2012; attendance =823)
(Juneteenth Community Day, Art in Motion: 6/9/12; attendance =1,160)



special programming at First Thursday events
(Carribean Block Party: 8/2/12; attendance = 1,367)



Nook Farm Book Talks: Uncle Tom’s Cabin 1/19/12; attendance = 45



special exhibits in the Connections Gallery and from The Amistad Center for Art &
Culture (April 22, 2012 – December 31, 2012)

The Community Day events were well attended, and as staff observed informally, many African
American/Black individuals and families participated.
Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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III. FINDINGS: Engaging Schools and Families
As part of its regular and enhanced CEI programming, the Wadsworth Atheneum made multiple
efforts to effectively engage school communities and families. This included school tours
(especially those involving public and magnet schools from Hartford), Museum on the Move –
School Outreach programming, special programming for summer and afterschool, promotion of
student artwork and provision of scholarships, and the very popular Second Saturdays for
Families. This section of the report provides details about this programming, who participated
and how, and it provides summaries of outcomes and feedback.
A. School Tours
School tours are a key strategy the museum uses to introduce young people to the Wadsworth
and to the world of art. They have long been a part of Wadsworth programming, and they
promote community engagement. Most notably, the tours have been used as a preliminary
outreach strategy. Young people learn about the museum and what it has to offer, in a way that
is integrated with their school work, and then they are encouraged to come back with their
families, acting as tour guides. Though the Wadsworth is open to schools around the state (and
region), offering expanded tour programs to local students has been an important goal of CEI.
Additionally, making sure that the tours result in learning and positive experiences for
participants, further advances museum/CEI goals. The Wadsworth has developed an especially
productive collaborative relationship with Hartford Public Schools to accomplish this for many
local students.
During calendar year 2012, a total of 257 school groups were conducted involving more than
13,000 students and 146 individual schools (many schools visited more than one time, some
with multiple grades). As shown in Table 3, about half of these groups involved schools from
Hartford. Most school groups (74%) involved schools that served pre‐Kindergarten to 8th
graders, however many high schools also sent students. The vast majority of school tours were
docent led, pre‐planned visits.
Many of the students who participated in school tours during 2012 were children who are
members of under‐served groups CEI was designed to attract and serve. This included children
who are African American/Black or Hispanic/Latino and those who come from schools in the
City of Hartford or other urban areas. As shown in Table 4, school tours were effective at
involving youth from these under‐served groups (please read the footnotes below the table for
details on how the estimates of race/ethnicity were determined). As shown, it is estimated that
about 27% of students participating in school tours were African American, about 36% were
Hispanic/Latino and about 33% were Caucasian (a small percentage of students were from other
racial/ethnic groups). This included both first‐time and repeat visitors to the museum. Many of
these students also used the free youth admissions options to return with their families.
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Table 3: Number of School Visits by Location, School Type and Tour Type, Calendar Year 2012
TOTAL School Visits*
N= 257
LOCATION

N

%

Hartford

126

49%

All Other Towns

131

51%

PK – 8

190

74%

PK – 12

15

6%

Middle School

4

19%

High School

48

2%

Docent Guided

206

84%

Teacher Guided

16

7%

Self Guided

18

7%

Staff Guided

5

2%

SCHOOL TYPE

TOUR TYPE

* A total of 257 school visits made by students from 145 different schools occurred during calendar year 2012.

Table 4: Estimated Percent of Student Visitors from Different Racial/Ethnic groups, CY 2012
African
American*

Hispanic/
Latino*

Caucasian*

TOTAL*
N= 10,005

Hartford

38%

54%

7%

5,620

All Other Towns

14%

14%

67%

4,385

27%

36%

33%

10,005

TOTAL**

* Total number of school visitors during 2012 = 11,417. A total of 10,005 of those visitors attended schools where the
racial/ethnic composition of the whole school is known. Figures above are estimates based on whole school population
distributions.
* A total of 257 school visits made by students from 145 different schools occurred during calendar year 2012. A total of 113 of
those schools had publicly available school‐wide racial/ethnic population data used to calculate the estimates shown above.
** Please note: a small proportion of students from visiting schools were from racial/ethnic groups other than those identified
above; Asian, Native American, other.
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Further, as shown in Table 5, the vast majority of teachers of students from all grade levels
thought their students experienced important outcomes during the tours. Most notably, they
thought their groups felt welcome, that they understood the content and that they had
opportunities to participate through questions; and teacher respondents indicated the tours met
their expectations.
Table 5: Percent of School Representatives Who Reported
Positive School Tour Feedback, by Grade Level 2012
Grades K – 4
N=55

Grades 5 – 8
N=33

Grades 9 – 12
N=21

TOTAL
N=109

94%

91%

90%

94%

98%

88%

86%

93%

92%

91%

90%

92%

87%

85%

95%

88%

85%

88%

90%

87%

The tour was well organized
The Students responded to the tour
content
Students understood the tour theme

82%

85%

67%

80%

78%

79%

81%

79%

69%

66%

76%

69%

The tour met their expectations

96%

100%

100%

98%

Percent of respondents who thought . . .
Their groups felt welcome throughout
the visit
Students were allowed/ encouraged to
respond with their own observations,
ideas and interpretations
Questions allowed participation by the
students
Tour theme was reflected in the works
of art shown
Students understood the museum rules

* Towns included: Avon (2), Bloomfield (3), Bolton, Branford (2), Bristol (11), Coventry, Danbury, Deep River (2), East Granby, East
Hartford (5), Ellington, Glastonbury, Granby (2), Hartford (43), Litchfield, Meriden, Middletown (5), Milford, Newington (3), Old Lyme,
Rocky Hill (3), Simsbury (3), Stafford Springs, Stafford (2), Vernon Rockville, Waterford (3), West Hartford (4)
* Themes included: African American Art, Art & Writing/Fig Speaking, Art & Writing/Spanish Art, Art Matters: Ordinary to
Extraordinary, Art Matters: Places & Spaces, Artwise, Artwise (Spanish Art), CT People/Places, Hands On (Medieval to Monet), Learning
to Look, Learning to Look (French art), Learning to Look/Civil War, Museum on the Move/Art and Writing, Step into the Story,
Storybook Hour

Specific feedback from teachers about the school tours included the following. (Note that feedback
came from a total of 109 teachers representing more than 1/3 of all tours conducted during 2012. Responses came
from teachers of students at all grades, about multiple tours, with different docents, and from multiple schools in
Hartford and from other areas.)



More than 90% of the responding teachers of students from all grade levels indicated they
thought their groups felt welcome throughout the visit, that students were allowed and
encouraged to respond with their own observations, ideas and interpretations, and that
questions allowed participation by the students.



Additionally about 78% to 90% of teacher respondents indicated the tour theme was
reflected in the art shown, that students understood the rules, that the tour was well
organized, and that students responded to the tour content.
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While only about two‐thirds of the teacher respondents thought that students completely
understood the tour theme, almost all teacher respondents indicated the tour met their
own expectations.

In sum, the school tours provided opportunities to involve students from under‐served groups.
The tours provide a useful learning opportunity and they also provide the students with
opportunities to their families in other programming, exhibitions and museum offerings.
B. Other School Programs and Access
During 2012, many students participated in programs that promoted CEI goals. As shown
through descriptions and the following participation statistics, efforts to involve school children
in meaningful programming were substantial.


Museum on the Move – School Outreach uses the landscape imagery from the
permanent collection to promote state curriculum standards in language and the visual
arts as part of the Hartford Performs initiative. During 2012, 757 4th grade Hartford
Public School students participated in Museum on the Move programming in their regular
classrooms, in the art classrooms at their schools and through docent led tours at the
Wadsworth Atheneum (total attendance = 1,648). As students had during the previous
school year, 2012 participants developed important skills as a result of their participation.
Museum on the Move Participants Improved Their Writing!
An experimental pre‐post design study conducted by researchers at the
University of Connecticut was used to measure the effect of the Museum on
the Move program on students’ descriptive writing. Student responses to
pre‐ and post‐ assessments (writing‐prompts) were compared for youth
who did participate in the program and those from similar schools who did
not. Museum on the Move participants demonstrated significantly greater
growth than the control group in both overall writing scores and
terminology scores, especially in the use of art terminology.
(See Evaluation of the Museum on the Move Program: Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut,
Joe B. Helbling, Ph.D., University of Connecticut, 2012, Executive Summary, in the Appendix.)



Hartford Youth Art Renaissance ‐ 39th annual HYAR exhibitions at both the Wadsworth
and the Hartford Public Library celebrated student artwork created by Hartford Public
School students in pre‐kindergarten through the twelfth grade.
May 5 – 27, 2012.
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The Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program 2012 involved 22 students in multiple visits to
the Museum to draw in the galleries and participate in docent led tours (attendance = 90).
As has been done throughout CEI, the program also awarded four students with
scholarships to the University of Hartford’s Summer High School Visual Arts program.



Charter Oak Cultural Center, Youth Arts Institute After‐School Collaboration
provided 11 Hartford elementary school students involved in the after‐school student art
program with a series of six themed, docent led visits.

In addition to the specific programs identified above, the Museum, in response to feedback it
obtained through public “chatbacks” in 2011, provided multiple opportunities to increase access
for school‐aged youth.8 This included:
 Hartford Youth Admission. The Museum encourages students to return with their
families offering Hartford students (grades K ‐12) free admission year round. During
2012, there were 353 students aged 13 and above who utilized this (see also youth under
age 12 below).
 Teacher Discovery Pass. During 2012, a total of 53 public school teachers and university
professors used the one‐time free pass to explore the permanent collection and special
exhibitions to prepare for their class tours and plan connections to their curricula.
 Free Family Pass. During 2011‐2012 all Hartford school students who visited for a
docent guided tour received Free Family Passes. A total of 130 admissions (not including
children) were covered by these passes.
 Free Youth Admissions. A total of 5,172 youth under age 12 were admitted free to the
Museum during 2012. Additionally, discount admissions were provided to 900 youth
during the Festival of Trees and Traditions and Fine Art and Flowers.
 A total of 215 youth attended Summer Community Studio programming in 2012
through the Wadsworth and collaborating community organizations including the Boys
and Girls Club of Asylum Hill, True Colors, Charter Oak Cultural center, Mi Casa Family
Service and Educational Center.

8

From September 2008 through February 2009, the Wadsworth conducted a series of ChatBack sessions. These sessions
involved community members and were focused on discussions about the types of programming that would be valuable
to promote CEI goals. Additional focus groups were conducted in 2011 to obtain some feedback on the value of the
changes the Wadsworth implemented in response to prior feedback.
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C. Second Saturdays for Families
Second Saturdays for Families are programs that were created in response to visitor requests for
more family programming. They feature free admission from 10 am to 1 pm as well as artist‐led
activities, storytelling, music, exhibition tours, art making demonstrations, dance performances,
films, and docent led tours (Eyes on Art Family Tour, ABCs: Art, Books, Connections and Ask
About Art).
During 2012 Second Saturdays for Families involved a total of 8,225 individuals. They were held
in every month but June (when the Juneteenth Community Day was scheduled), and focused on
multiple themes throughout the year.
o Reality vs. Fantasy: January 14 / Attendance: 663
o Mi Casa es Su Casa: February 11 / Attendance: 863
o Victorian Days: March 10 / Attendance: 443
o Open the Window: April 14 / Attendance: 1,258
o Never Grow Up: May 12 / Attendance: 227
o Lightscapes: July 14 / Attendance: 347
o Red, Yellow & Blue: August 11 / Attendance: 375
o My Street: September 8 / Attendance: 517
o Wonderland: October 13 / Attendance: 210
o Food for Thought: November 10 / Attendance: 656
o Light Up the World: December 8 / Attendance: 2,666
Second Saturdays for Families engaged visitors of all ages (target 3‐12 with accompanying
adults) during 2012, with interpretive programming that reflected current exhibitions and the
permanent collection of the Wadsworth Atheneum. In addition to attracting many visitors, the
monthly programs encouraged children to be active participants in the museum setting, to make
connections between art and their own lives, and to develop a meaningful relationship with art.
Activities developed by the museum’s professional education staff promoted individual
development and efforts to grow and strengthen intergenerational bonds.
Assessment of Second Saturdays
Both visitor statistics and participant feedback data were collected during Second Saturdays for
Families events. Age and member status were recorded for all visitors during the family‐focused
sessions (10am – 1pm) and throughout the remainder of the day. Additionally, families who
signed up for the museum’s email newsletter were asked to respond to a brief electronic survey
administered to them via email after the event. Findings from feedback surveys (2010‐2012) as
well as attendance records (2012) are summarized in the following sections.
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Second Saturdays Attendance
Second Saturdays for Families events provided varied, structured opportunities for Hartford
community members and others. They were well attended throughout 2012 – most Saturday
attendance, on the days with events, occurred during the Second Saturdays for Families time.
Second Saturdays for Families events attracted participants from multiple neighborhoods in
Hartford County and from other regions. Participant feedback regarding the experiences was
positive.
Between January and October, 2012 a total of 4,903 attendees visited during the events, many of
whom were children. 9 Additionally, as shown below, review of attendance data clarified other
relevant findings about Second Saturdays.


Attendance varied depending on the month/event and competing events in Hartford. For
example, a total of 210 visitors participated in October (date of the Hartford Marathon)
during Second Saturdays programming, compared to 863 in February and more than
1,200 in April.



Children comprised about 35% of all visitors during Second Saturdays programming, but
they were joined by adults (53%), seniors (5%) and older youth (students 6%). There
were also groups with about 20 or more attendees at 3 of the monthly events held
between January and October 2012.

Home Location of Participants (January – October 2012)
As shown on the following map, Hartford County visitors came from multiple locations, but most
were from the cities of Hartford, West Hartford and Manchester. Specifically, a total of 1,793
persons participating in Second Saturdays for Families programming between January and
October 2012 were from the city of Hartford, 516 were from West Hartford and 189 were from
East Hartford. A large proportion of visitors were from Manchester and many other visitors
were from the other cities surrounding the Hartford area. Second Saturdays for Families is
clearly a good vehicle for recruiting un‐ and underserved populations that are the focus of CEI.

9

Additional Secondary Saturdays for Families sessions were held in November and December, 2012, but those sessions
were not included in the data collection and analysis process for evaluation due to time constraints.
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Home Location of Second
Saturdays Participants
January – October 2012
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Participant Survey Responses
In addition to recording the age and zip code of all visitors on Second Saturdays, Wadsworth
Atheneum staff also administered surveys to a small select sample of participants.10 In 2010
this included 53 participants and in 2012 it included 43 participants (a total of 96 persons
provided information about their/their family’s Second Saturdays experiences). Although the
survey process is relatively new and currently being revised, and there are limited numbers of
responses, available data do shed some light on programming (for additional details about
survey data collection, please see the appendix to this report).
As shown in Table 6, respondents heard about Second Saturdays for Families via multiple
strategies (and many individual respondents got information about the events from more than
one source). The museum website, word of mouth and E‐blasts were identified by the most
respondents as the way they found out about Second Saturdays programs. Across the two time
periods many fewer respondents identified they were notified via a museum flyer and many
more indicated they found out about Second Saturdays through their child(ren)’s school.
Table 6: Outreach and Response to Second Saturdays
2010

2012

TOTAL

Museum Website

36%

35%

35%

Word of Mouth

19%

23%

22%

Instant Atheneum E‐Blast

17%

19%

18%

Museum Flyer

23%

7%

16%

Newspaper

11%

12%

11%

Facebook

8%

9%

8%

Child’s School

2%

16%

8%

Community Organization

4%

0

2%

HOW DID RESPONDENTS HEAR ABOUT SECOND SATURDAY?

Table 7 shows self‐reported background information for the survey respondents. Though these
data cannot be used to project characteristics of other participants, they do show diversity
among those who provided feedback. They also highlight the potential value of knowing this
information about a larger, more randomly selected group of participants. This will be a major
undertaking for CEI evaluation 2013.

10

All attendees are invited to sign up for the museum’s email newsletter, and electronic‐surveys are then administered
to those with contact information. Feedback is provided by those who agree to respond.
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As shown in Table 7:


Most of the respondents to the surveys in 2010 (86%) did identify as first time visitors
to the Wadsworth Atheneum, this was only true for about 19% of 2012 respondents.



In both years most of the respondents attended with children and in many cases they
brought children from multiple age groups. Specifically, 21% of respondents in 2010
and 37% of respondents in 2012 came with both older and younger children.



Proportionately more respondents indicated they brought school‐aged children than
children from any other age group (55% of respondents said they attended with
children aged 6 to 12, compared to only 29% who indicated they were with
toddlers/pre‐schoolers/kindergartners, 23% who attended with young teenagers, and
only 2% who brought infants/very young children). New strategies to enhance the
accuracy of data collection will be developed to better understand whether the target
age group (ages 3‐12) is being reached.

Table 7: Background Characteristics of Survey Respondents

VISITING THE WADSWORTH ON SECOND SATURDAYS*
% who were first time visitors to Wadsworth Atheneum
AGE OF CHILDREN VISITING**
0 to 2
2 to 5
6 to 12
13 and older
% who came with children from multiple age groups
% who came without any children
LANGUAGES SPOKEN AT HOME (ONLY ASKED ON SURVEYS 2012)
English
Spanish
Other

2010

2012

TOTAL

N=53
86%

N=43
19%

N=96
55%

2%
23%
47%
23%
21%
28%

2%
37%
65%
23%
37%
9%

2%
29%
55%
23%
28%
20%

95%
16%
2%

*Note these are not unduplicated counts. The same individuals can attend multiple events.
** Many respondents visited with more than 1child and so the proportion by age does not sum to 100%.



Among these two groups of respondents there were substantial differences in the
proportion who attended with children of different ages across the two years. It is not
clear whether this is an actual trend, but worth continuing to follow whether there are
differences in the ages of those who attend. (For example, in 2010 6 to 12 year‐olds
accompanied about half the respondents, in 2012 about two‐thirds of respondents
attended with 6 to 12 year‐old children.)



Lastly, Table 7 shows information about language group characteristics. Most
participants indicated they speak English at home on question 8 on the Second
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Saturdays e‐survey used in 2012. But about 16% indicated they speak Spanish. A few
other participants indicated they speak other languages at home in addition to English
(Hindi, French, German, Korean, Jamaican Patois, Romanian).
Table 8 presents direct feedback from respondents. Again since the group is small and
potentially not representative of all participants, the results are limited. But the available data
do show strikingly positive feedback from these participants and their comments, as shown
below, further clarify these summary statements. (Again the findings also highlight the
potential usefulness of a more aggressively administered data collection effort.) Specifically,
answers to the rating questions can be summarized as follows.


More than 90% of respondents in both years provided positive ratings for the hands‐on
art activities, family tours and special activities, and the same was true from the
respondents in 2012 who rated the live music.

Table 8: Percent of Second Saturdays Attendees who Rated Their Participation Favorably
TOTAL

2010

2012

Hands On Art (N=31 In 2010, 37 In 2012)

97%

92%

95%

Family Tours (N=25 In 2010, 25 In 2012)

96%

92%

94%

‐‐

95%

100%

97%

Live Music (N=38 In 2012)
Special Activities (N=20 In 2010, 30 In 2012)

98%

* Participants were asked to rate the activities on a four‐point scale that ranged from “not liking” to “loving” them.
For all four key program components the largest group of respondents selected the highest ratings (e.g., 59% of
respondents loved the hands‐on art activities, about 61% of 2012 respondents loved the live music, and 56% of all
respondents loved the special activities).

Additional Visitor Comments
Wonderful! The children were very impressed. I will be back, with all my grandchildren. Thank you
again for all your efforts to encourage everyone to enjoy Wadsworth.
I am a life‐long Connecticut resident with four children ages 3‐11 who have never been to the museum
and we all had a blast looking at the Picasso, Rembrandt, Warhol's and other fine artwork. Not only
will we be back but my wife and I are also interested in becoming members. We can't believe it's been
here all this time and we've somehow missed it.
The first time we took our children to the museum was for the family program. I will never forget the
look on my 8 year old son's face when he saw all the artwork. He loves to draw but seeing the artwork
in the museum was the first time he saw real art and it was priceless to see his amazed reaction and
how much he loved "real" art as opposed to kid's drawings he sees at school.
We had a wonderful time! It was a fantastic family event. We will be at the next one.

Respondents also indicated that the programming was enhancing their visitor experience
and that they were achieving desirable outcomes. Additional details regarding those
findings are included in the next section of the report.
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IV. FINDINGS: Enhancing Visitors’ Experiences
In addition to reaching out to multiple audiences and encouraging their participation in
museum programs and exhibitions, CEI is also focused on enhancing visitors’ experiences.
While this effort is not at all new (i.e., the Wadsworth has always developed programs and
exhibitions to impact participants), clarifying indicators of impact and documenting and
evaluating the outcomes of programs is new. In addition to focusing on what participants are
getting out of their museum experiences, this area of CEI work also involves tracking
information about ways ― in addition to programming ― that the Museum can improve what
happens for participants.
A. Second Saturdays Program Outcomes
As described in the previous section, a small group of participants provided survey responses
regarding their Second Saturdays for Families experiences. They indicated definite
satisfaction with the program and gave specific examples of what they liked about it. Survey
respondents also answered specific questions about the effect Second Saturdays for Families
had on them and their children. Results are presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Responses To Outcome Questions About Second Saturdays, 2012
Yes

Maybe

Total

86%

9%

95%

strengthened relationship to children

78%

13%

91%

developed their child’s interest in art

70%

23%

93%

% Who Thought Second Saturdays Programming . . . (n=43)
helped them grow their own interest in art

As shown, a substantial majority of respondents indicated the Second Saturdays programming
was producing desired outcomes.


A total of 86% of respondents agreed the program had helped them grow their own
interest in art.



A total of 78% of respondents agreed the program had helped strengthen their
relationships with their children.



A total of 70% of respondents agreed the program had helped develop their
child(ren)’s interest in art.

Participants also shared comments, in their own words, regarding their experiences:
This is a wonderful program that exposes children to a variety of art‐related activities and ideas. I am
happy to know that when my son takes his school trip to Wadsworth this spring, he will already be familiar
with it. Great opportunity to roam the museum before or after the Saturday programs and educate the kids
about art, as well as to impart on them the idea of regularly visiting a museum. Kudos to a program well
organized! Now we are anxiously looking forward to the (next Saturday).
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My son really enjoyed (and I really appreciated as an art educator) the activity worksheet that
corresponded with the featured artwork (focus on Sol LeWitt).
The people that are running the various activities are so wonderful with the children. They get them
excited about the project and then let the kids’ imaginations take over.
I would love to see this kind of thing more often in Hartford. The professionalism demonstrated
paired with first class treatment of low income population is hard to find and much appreciated.

These types of questions are now routinely being incorporated on surveys and other data
collection strategies for multiple museum programs, but systematic data collection and
analysis are still needed. A plan for further data collection and evaluation is being developed
for 2013 to include First Thursdays programming, events in the Connections Gallery and
ongoing assessment of school tour outcomes.
B. Audience Impact: Jan Tichy / MATRIX 164 exhibition; April 5, 2012 – August 5, 2012
In 2012, the WolfBrown organization conducted a pilot study to determine how audiences and
visitors are affected by their attendance at art events. WolfBrown was contracted by the
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) to design, field and analyze a pilot study of audiences
and visitors at a cross‐section of NEA‐funded arts events nationwide, including an exhibition at
the Wadsworth Atheneum. The study, which included administration of a comprehensive
survey, revealed some interesting findings regarding how visitors experienced the Jan Tichy /
MATRIX 164 exhibition.
Key findings from the NEA/WolfBrown survey for Wadsworth respondents (hereafter referred
to as visitors as the survey was conducted in a way that allows generalizing), include the
following.


About 83% of visitors indicated they were absorbed in their art experience visiting the
MATRIX 164 exhibition at the Wadsworth Atheneum.



About 83% of visitors indicated their experience made them feel at least a little
peaceful, and about two‐thirds or more indicated their experience made them feel
inspired (73%), compassionate (70%), excited (69%), and refreshed (63%).



The most common response to the art experience at the Wadsworth was one of
curiosity. A total of 96% of visitors indicated the exhibit left them at least a little
curious and 80% indicated it left them feeling reflective. Interestingly, 75% indicated
the exhibit left them amused, and 71% indicated it left them confused.



Very few visitors indicated the exhibit left them provoked (35%) or bored (26%), and
almost no one indicated they were offended (3%).



About 75% of visitors indicated the exhibit helped them gain a new insight or learning,
and about 52% reported it had motivated them to take some action or make a change.

Lastly, almost two thirds of visitors (60%) indicated the exhibit made them interested in
attending exhibitions featuring similar work. Explorations of these types of effects after
specific exhibitions or programs are worth continuing to investigate going forward as they are
efforts to project desirable levels for the measures reported above so that results can be
interpreted more readily.
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C. thewadsworth.org User‐Friendliness Check
In addition to the many program and exhibition‐focused efforts described throughout this
report, and efforts to enhance evaluation and inquiry regarding visitor outcomes, the
Museum’s website was also recently redesigned and launched with a simplified layout that is
more easily navigated and provides for greater visibility of the museum’s exhibitions and
programs than its previous design. Website visitation during fiscal year 2012 included 355,566
hits (since May 12, 2011). On the past version of the website, the home page loaded very
slowly, displayed a busy banner and moving information ticker, and navigation headers that
were not very clear about what information would be found within their pages. Its current
look offers a sleek layout with a less busy appearance and a faster load time.
Using a 40‐point checklist of desirable webpage traits commonly cited by web and graphic
designers, the new website was assessed in the areas of site navigation and orientation,
identity, content, site functionality and errors, site consistency, and visual design. The current
website met 35 of those criteria (5 were only partially achieved) and identified some areas that
could be modified to improve the website user’s experience. Notably, the old version displayed
the museum’s name prominently on the home page, but the current layout does not show the
name of the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art anywhere above the fold or near the logo.
Additionally, the load time for the new home page is still quite slow (a full list of
recommendations based on analytics provided by the consulting firm
WebsiteOptimization.com is available in the Appendix along with the complete checklist.)
Previous Wadsworth Website Design
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D. Wayfinding and the Visitor Experience
CEI Evaluation 2012 included a floor‐by‐floor observation of the physical layout of the museum
including directional/identifying signage, maps and seating availability (December 13, 2012).
Results of the observation showed a considerable lack of locating signs and maps throughout
the galleries on each floor. This made it difficult to navigate the museum. There was only one
emergency exit map found on a wall on the first floor and the single “emergency exit only” sign
written in a light color on the glass doors to Gengras Court was very difficult to see. Additional
emergency exit signage was not apparent throughout most of the museum. Paper copies of the
museum maps were available at both ground‐level entrances, but nowhere else in the museum.
These maps had icons that showed the locations of galleries, but without gallery names posted
on the walls in most places, it was difficult to use the map. In some cases, the gallery names on
the map did not match signage on the walls (e.g., American Decorative Arts was written on the
map in an area where the wall signage said Wallace Nutting American Furniture). Additionally,
this map did not have a legend for other features or symbols presented including elevators.
Few locating signs or gallery names were visibly posted on the walls of the museum,
particularly on the middle and top floors, making it very difficult to determine the location of
specific galleries as well as one’s current location.
Other wayfinding and visitor experience elements were also noted during this assessment.
Convenient bench seating was available throughout most of the museum. There were Spanish‐
language audio tour options as well as adult audio tour signs next to many works of art, but the
labels were fairly small and lacked functional directions. Additionally, the sculpture family
gallery guide is supposed to have labels to the related audio tour in the galleries, but they are
not up for any of the related works. There was no other signage in Spanish throughout the
museum. There were no signs guiding visitors to amenities such as elevators, wheelchair
access points, bathrooms (which were limited in number and location), coat rooms, or the café.
Additionally, the signage warning visitors with photosensitivity about an exhibit in the Amistad
Center for Art and Culture was easily missed at both entrances to this gallery. Stairwells lacked
signage and directions as well.
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Implementation of New Wayfinding System, Phase I
As reported by museum staff, implementation of a new wayfinding system is a top priority for
the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art and directly supports the museum’s efforts to
engage the community and serve its public more effectively. Specifically, it is the goal of the
Wadsworth Atheneum to provide a welcoming environment where visitors have
transformative experiences with art. A museum with a good wayfinding system, coupled with
friendly and knowledgeable staff, enhances the visitor experience, fosters positive feelings and
encourages further exploration of the collection. The staff recognize that once inside the
museum, a jumbled mix of antiquated signage and outdated wayfinding programs leave
visitors at a loss for how to navigate the five interconnected buildings, move comfortably
throughout the museum and engage with the art.
In 2011, with CEI funding from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, Wadsworth hired
C&G Partners to develop a comprehensive wayfinding plan. This plan will guide the museum
in development of a more welcoming environment. C&G created a multi‐layered and scalable
plan that features multiple implementation phases based on budget and resources. The Master
Plan encompasses all aspects of an interior and exterior signage and a general wayfinding plan.
C&G’s Phase I Implementation Plan clearly defines a set of five types of signs with a detailed
diagram of their locations on each floor: Codes, Directional, Identification, Room and
Information. Included in Phase I are new visitor maps, both general and a version highlighting
barrier‐free access, which are clearly integrated with the new signage. C&G’s plan includes all
five types of signs for each of the museum’s five buildings and three stories.
The visitor community has become increasingly diverse and through CEI and other efforts the
Wadsworth is working to make the museum experience more accessible to bilingual visitors or
non‐English speakers. To that end, the use of iconic images from the collection is planned to
reduce reliance on reading words to find galleries. In a similar “picture” universal approach,
the museum will use pictograms that are well recognized for destinations such as restrooms,
water fountains, handicap ramps, elevators, etc. Arrows will be coordinated with lettering font
to create a unified graphic look.
Importantly, permanent signs will use pressed acrylic to create raised lettering and grade 2
Braille to meet Americans with Disabilities Act requirements and bring the museum up to code.
In addition to the signs, a new gallery map will be developed that is clear and easy to
understand. In conjunction with the creation of a new map, C&G will also develop a handicap
access map. The facility currently presents many challenges for visitors with limited mobility
(e.g., restrooms located below the first floor, differing levels on the first floor requiring ramps
or an elevator, a second floor that dead ends for visitors that can’t use stairs, two elevators that
are often confused, and a restricted main entrance). A map devoted to barrier‐free access
routes which will be distributed at the accessible entrance is expected to benefit many,
including adults with children in strollers.
With the implementation of a new wayfinding system, it is expected that visitors will use the
improved navigational, informational, and educational resources to engage in a welcoming and
relevant museum experience that results in repeat visitation. Investing in the capacity to
significantly enhance the quality of the visitor experience and better engage the public, is
expected to result in lasting value to the community.
Community Engagement Initiative Evaluation: 2012
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V. FINDINGS: Broadening Reach Across Multiple Audiences
CEI also focuses on increasing outreach for multiple, and in many cases new audiences. In
2012, this was accomplished through special programs and collaborative efforts and through
partnership development. This section of the report describes these efforts and resulting
attendance and identifies partners.
A. Strategies and Programs
In addition to the outreach accomplished through school and family programs and through
special events designed to attract specific populations (as noted in Section III), the Wadsworth
has created an interactive gallery, hosted a film series with international appeal and designed
and operated special programs to broaden its audience reach. As reported below, the efforts
resulted in added visitation and enhanced experiences too.
First Thursday
The Wadsworth has been deepening visitor experiences and engaging new audiences by
providing stimulating dialogue with the artistic community in a social, informal setting for
more than a decade. These “First Thursday” evenings feature live music, art‐making activities,
gallery talks, and docent‐led tours. The changing monthly themes are designed to enhance
special exhibitions as well as celebrate the diversity of cultures that make up the Hartford
community. During 2012, a total of 11 First Thursday events were conducted.


2012 Total Attendance: 7,838


Fire & Ice: Jan. 5 / Attendance: 661



Rock Out!: Feb. 2 / Attendance: 493



Guns & Roses: March 1 / Attendance: 342



MATRIX 164/Jan Tichy: April 5 / Attendance: 499



Passport to South America: May 3 / Attendance: 703



Downeaster Block Party: June 7 / Attendance: 1,186



Caribbean Block Party: Aug. 2 / Attendance: 1,367



MATRIX 165/Ahmed Alsoudani: Sept. 6 / Attendance: 448



Streets of New York: Oct. 4 / Attendance: 413



Moulin Rouge: Nov. 1 / Attendance: 893



Festival!: Dec. 6 / Attendance: 833

Artist Residency
Artist residencies offered local youth organizations the chance to work with an exhibiting
contemporary artist.
Jan Tichy / MATRIX 164
Jan Tichy partnered with The Amistad Center for Art & Culture’s Teen Advisory Group
(TAG) to produce a series of light‐based public art works that highlight the teens’
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perspectives on social issues and the history and culture of Hartford’s North End. In their
interactions with the artist, both in person and through digital communications, TAG
members learned about the artistic process and the role of public art in building
community. The project connected thematically with Tichy’s other work—such as a
community‐based Project Cabrini Green in Chicago and his MATRIX show at the
Wadsworth—while empowering the teens in TAG to tell their own stories of Hartford
through public art.


Participants: 14

Connections Gallery
The Connections Gallery is an interpretative space created in response to visitor comments
about making the collections more relevant to their lives. The goal in the space is to highlight
works from the collection, examine them in new ways and engage visitors.11
Patti Smith
October 21, 2011 – February 19, 2012
In conjunction with the exhibition Patti Smith: Camera Solo, visitors could explore the
poetry, music, art and life of cultural icon Patti Smith. The exhibition included related
images by and about Smith’s friend and collaborator, the vanguard photographer Robert
Mapplethorpe, as a reflection of their singular relationship.
Film Program
The museum presented an annual film program in the Aetna Theater, which featured classics,
documentaries and foreign films. By screening movies from all over the world, the Museum is
able to reach out to diverse audiences through the accessible medium of film.


Screenings: 107 / Attendance: 7,803
.
Library ARTpass
The Library ARTpass is offered free of charge to more than 169 Connecticut public libraries. It
provides free general admission for two adults and two youth aged 17 and younger.


Admissions: 3,088 (does not include children)

Wake up at the Wadsworth
This event for librarians featured a preview of Medieval to Monet, copies of the exhibition and
museum catalogue to add to their library collections, tours of the permanent collection or
Auerbach Art Library and an opportunity for library staff to learn about the Wadsworth’s
programs.


11

Sept. 13 / Attendance: 29

Note that the Connections Gallery is also the site of an intensive observational study which measures time and
engagement of visitors during an exhibit. Timing and Tracking results for the Connections Gallery will be available in the
Evaluation report 2013.
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B. Partnerships
The Wadsworth Atheneum has established and/or maintained multiple partnerships in
support of CEI (see the appendix for a full list). These partnerships include:


Program Collaborators: Partners with whom the content of the program was
determined collaboratively (11 organizations including the Hartford Public Schools, The
Amistad Center for Art & Culture, the Greater Hartford Children’s Latino Film Festival
and many others).



Artists, musicians and performers (number engaged =59)



Scholars, teachers, and other experts (number engaged =11, includes MI CASA Family
Service & Educational Center, Girl Scouts of Connecticut, Lynne Reznick at Classical
Magnet School and many others)

Playing with ribbons at Second Saturdays for Families: Red, Yellow & Blue,
August 11, 2012.
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VI. FINDINGS: Cultural Changes Throughout the Organization
The final area addressed by CEI and this report is cultural change at the Wadsworth itself.
These changes include organizational efforts to promote CEI as well as efforts to educate and
connect Trustees, staff and docents with CEI goals. This section of the report describes both the
administrative efforts that were undertaken in 2012, as well as feedback from Trustees, staff
and docents about their involvement with and level of support of CEI.
A. Cultural Change at the Wadsworth
Customer Care Committee
The committee is a staff run, cross‐departmental group focused on the visitor experience. The
committee is charged with three goals: to prepare and adopt a philosophy that expresses the
museum’s approach to customer service; to develop and implement a Customer Care training
program that accounts for the variety of needs of a diverse population; and to create a
museum‐wide system for collecting, reporting, and responding to visitor feedback. A Visitor
Feedback Report is collected and compiled by Visitor Services staff and distributed to all staff
via e‐mail. The report includes comments to the Front Desk, Museum Shop, Security, Docents,
and via e‐mail.

Summer Diversity Internship
The Summer Diversity Internship provides a stipend to a single university student who serves
as an intern in either the curatorial or education department for one summer. This internship
is designed to increase the diversity among museum professionals.

Building Evaluation Capacity
Building Evaluation Capacity is an 18 month course for non‐profit organizations that guides
participating institutions through designing and executing a professional quality program
evaluation. An interdepartmental team representing Education, Visitor Services, Institutional
Advancement and Curatorial was accepted into the course in January of 2012. They are
working on an evaluation of the Connections Gallery, which will include timing and tracking,
surveys, and record reviews all designed to help determine how visitors use the various
interpretive strategies in the gallery, their feelings about the experience, and the degree to
which they understand the interpretive message of the exhibition.
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B. CEI Survey Results: Trustees, Staff and Docents
A total of 134 Trustees, docents and staff members responded to the CEI feedback survey. This
included 36 Trustees, 44 staff members, and 54 docents. Overall response to the surveys was
very complete and broadly representative. Specifically:


A total of 63% of all Trustees answered the survey. Among those who responded, 77%
were active Trustees, 12% were Honorary Trustees and 12% were Ex‐officio. About
half of the respondents (51%) had served on the board for five years or more, the
others were newer to board service including two respondents who had been on the
board less than one year.



A total of 70% of all staff answered the survey.





Among those who responded, 38% were from the curatorial staff (including Archives,
A/V, Conservation, Library, Registrar and Museum Design); about 19% were from
Finance (including the Finance Department, HR, and the Museum Shop); 19% were from
the Education and Visitor Services departments, 17% were from Institutional
Advancement, 5% were from Facilities (Information Services and Protection Services)
and 2% were from the Director’s office. No department was under‐ or over‐represented
among the total responses.



About half the staff (51%) who responded had been with the museum for 5 or more
years, the others were newer to their positions including three who had been on the
staff for less than one year.

A total of 56% of all docents answered the survey. Almost all the respondents (90%)
had served the museum for five years or more and none had been docents for less than
one year.

Overall, as displayed in Table 10, most Trustees,12 staff and docent respondents (i.e., about
66% or more) agreed that six of the ten CEI programs were important. There were noticeable
differences among the programs however, and between Trustee, staff and docents. Specifically,
Table 10 shows the following:


All Trustees, and almost all staff (93%) and docent (90%) respondents rated Second
Saturdays for Families as important.



Additionally, most Trustees (86%+), staff (79%+) and docents (67%+) also rated
Community Days, Museum on the Move, Bilingual Audio Tours and Family Guides as
important.

12

A number of Trustees were not completely aware of CEI programs. About one‐third (31%) did not rate
their importance but instead indicated they needed more information about Summer Community Studio
and the Pre‐Collegiate Program. This was also true of about 22% of staff and 26% of docents. A sizeable
proportion of Trustees needed more information about the Artist Residency program (19%), the
Children/Latino Film Series (17%), Family Guides (17%) and Bilingual Audio Tours (14%). Many docents also
needed more information about those four programs as did staff overall regarding Summer Community
Studio and the Summer Pre‐Collegiate program.
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First Thursdays were identified as important to 81% of the docents and 79% of
Trustees, but 69% of staff.



Notably fewer Trustees, staff or docents rated the Summer Community Studio, Artist
Residencies, Summer Pre‐collegiate program or the Film Series as important.
Table 10: Trustees, Staff, and Docents Who Rated Each CEI Program as Important

CEI Program

n

Trustees

Staff

Docents

TOTAL

Second Saturdays for Families

130

100%

93%

90%

94%

Museum on the Move

124

91%

95%

90%

92%

Community Days

126

91%

93%

90%

91%

Family Guide

121

86%

79%

84%

83%

First Thursdays

128

79%

69%

81%

79%

Bilingual Audio Tours

123

90%

79%

67%

76%

Summer Community Studio

97

63%

65%

72%

67%

Summer Pre‐Collegiate program

93

52%

58%

72%

62%

Artist Residency

115

52%

54%

62%

57%

Film Series (Children/Latino)

111

50%

53%

63%

56%

As displayed in Table 11 (following page), most Trustees, staff and docents (i.e., about 66% or
more) indicated their support for CEI efforts, and they agreed CEI has both benefitted and had
an important impact on the community and the museum. There were important differences,
however, between these groups. Specifically, as shown in Table 11:


All Trustee respondents who knew about CEI goals, and most of the staff (84%) and
docents (81%) indicated they definitely agreed with them.



Similarly, all Trustee respondents definitely agreed that CEI programs are valuable and
help to reach CEI goals, as did 93% of staff and 82% of docents.



Almost all Trustees (94%) who felt informed about CEI indicated they definitely
approved of the changes happening at the museum, but this was only true for 79% of
docents and only 75% of staff.



Almost all Trustees who felt informed about them indicated they definitely thought that
CEI programs were benefitting underserved residents of the Hartford community. This
was also true for most staff and docents, but the proportion definitely agreeing was
notably smaller (94% of Trustees vs. 73% of staff and 76% of docents).



A total of 80% of Trustees who felt informed enough to answer indicated that CEI had
definitely had an impact on the community. Only about 63% of staff and 67% of docents
definitely agreed that CEI had had an impact on the community.
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A substantial majority of docents (80%), and Trustees (78%) but only 60% of staff
definitely agreed that CEI has had an impact on the museum.

Table 11: Trustee, Staff and Docent Views about the Importance and Benefits of CEI
% Who Definitely Agreed with
n
Trustees
Staff
Docents
TOTAL
Statement
I agree with the CEI goals

125

100%

84%

81%

87%

CEI programs are valuable and helping
to reach goals of CEI

124

100%

93%

82%

90%

I approve of the changes happening at
the Museum

122

94%

75%

79%

82%

CEI programs benefit underserved
residents of the Hartford community

123

94%

73%

76%

80%

CEI has had an impact on the
community

113

80%

63%

67%

69%

CEI has had an impact on the Museum

118

78%

60%

80%

73%

Specific Responses
Several themes emerged when trustees were asked to specify in their own words what they
thought were the most important results of CEI programming. Of the 32 Trustees who
provided responses, the most common comments identified diversity, outreach to underserved
audiences, visibility, and partnerships. A few Trustees also identified specific programs as the
most important results of CEI.

Most Important Result of CEI Programming
(n=32)
Diversity and reaching an underserved audience
Outreach and visibility in the community
Partnerships and networking
Particular program(s)

Number of Related
Comments
16
11
5
3

When staff and docents were asked what they felt was the most important result of CEI
programming, most of those who answered the open‐ended question (n = 68) also indicated
that increased attendance and participation by a more diverse audience was a key result.
Additionally, making the museum accessible and affordable for more patrons and developing
networks in the community were other key outcomes noted frequently by staff and docents.
Examples of selected answers from all respondents are shown on the following page.
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WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS OF CEI PROGRAMS?
Diversity and Reaching an Underserved Audience
 The outreach to underserved community has been in and of itself a benefit to the Wadsworth.
Branding the museum as a welcoming place for all drives attendance and income. (Wadsworth
Trustee)
 The most important outcome would be/is increased visitor attendance, with the visitor group being
comprised of a very diverse population, ethnically financially and age‐wise. (Wadsworth Trustee)
 Increased awareness, on the part of underserved constituencies, of the museum and its value.
(Wadsworth Trustee)
 More people, of all types of diverse backgrounds, come to the Museum more often, because they
know that, between exhibitions and programming, they will always find something here that is
meaningful to them. This isn't a goal that can be achieved, but it is a path we can follow.
(Wadsworth Staff Member)
 New audiences are being served and diversity is increasing. The museum continues to wrestle with
being relevant to a broader audience. (Wadsworth Staff Member)
Outreach and Visibility in the Community
 Bringing an art experience to the entire community. Opening the doors and really extending the
invitation with real strategies to bring people in‐‐ not just lip service to the concept (Wadsworth
Trustee).
 Engagement of community members that would never have visited a museum had it not been for
this excellent outreach program. (Wadsworth Trustee)
 More visibility for museum in the community and potential future donors. (Wadsworth Trustee)
 The increased attendance of people from the Hartford community, who perhaps wouldn't
ordinarily be museum‐goers, is very evident on days when attendance is free. I hope they will
become the museum members of the future. (Wadsworth Docent)
 My hope is that CEI will make coming to an art museum, an institution mostly associated with the
elite, more accessible, less intimidating. (Wadsworth Docent)
Partnerships and Networking
 I was really impressed with the testimony that we heard at the Annual Meeting from the lady that
works with the Hartford Public Schools. Clearly the partnership that we have with the school
system related to CEI has paid dividends and changed the perspectives of the museum. This is clear
evidence, in my view, that the program is working and having the desired impact. Keep up the good
work! (Wadsworth Trustee)
 Bringing the museum out into the community and creating deep and lasting partnerships with area
organizations ‐ that aren't one off collaborations ‐ also making all programs and outreach efforts art
centric ‐ so that they are authentic and cemented in our mission. (Wadsworth Staff Member)
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Table 12 summarizes Trustee, staff and docent responses to the questions about the
importance of CEI goals. As shown, all or almost all Trustees, staff and docents agreed the CEI
goals were important. The goal of celebrating many cultural identities, however, was identified
as important by the lowest proportion of respondents within each group.
Table 12: Trustee, Staff and Docent Ratings of the Importance of CEI Goals
% Who Rated This Statement
Important
Patrons feel welcome at the Wadsworth
Atheneum
Patrons feel inspired to return

n

Trustees

Staff

Docents

TOTAL

130

97%

100%

100%

99%

131

97%

100%

98%

99%

Patrons enjoy their visit overall

130

100%

93%

100%

98%

Patrons feel comfortable
The museum celebrates many cultural
identities or backgrounds

130

91%

95%

98%

95%

131

81%

79%

87%

82%

Trustees were also asked how they might be more involved with CEI and a total of 29
responded. The most common responses indicated a desire to be invited to attend and
participate in CEI events (19 Trustees made comments like this). They also offered interesting
feedback about how they could be informed about CEI.
HOW CAN TRUSTEES BE MORE INVOLVED IN CEI?
Be invited to attend and participate in CEI events





Perhaps you might consider designating one day per month as "trustee day" at the museum. If
we scheduled those dates to coincide with the various community oriented dates, trustees
could see and experience the impact of the programs first hand.
Arrange for specific invitations to Second Saturdays, Community Days, etc. Perhaps the
invitation could be 1‐1, face to face.
Make it strongly encouraged that we "touch" any CEI program directly each year
Ask us!

Keep trustees informed about CEI



More knowledge of programs and define jobs
We will need more information as to specific programs so that each Trustee can use his/her
experience in the most effective way

In addition, a few Trustees indicated they could assist with networking in the community; and
in making invitations to others. A few others indicated that Trustees could help fund programs
or portions of programs or provide assistance to the museum in seeking additional funds for
the programs. Some Trustees also indicated they could not be involved in CEI due to
demanding schedules, but they acknowledged the need to stay informed. For example, one
Trustee commented: “We should spend more time at the events outlined (in the CEI description).
This is not always easy to do.”
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Trustees, staff and docents had many suggestions for other groups that the Wadsworth
Atheneum should consider partnering with. This included specific demographic groups,
community organizations including senior center, art/cultural organizations, other regions in
Connecticut, post‐secondary and adult educational institutions, and the business community.
As shown below, many Trustee respondents named top priorities for CEI programming moving
forward. Generally, these included increased general community attendance and engagement,
increased diversity and reaching underserved audiences, engaging youth and schools, and
sustaining specific programs. Other priorities included changes on the part of the trustee
culture or other internal changes, outreach, and funding.
Top Priorities for CEI Going Forward According to Trustees
Examples of Comments about Internal/cultural changes at the Wadsworth





To educate and motivate Trustees
Change museum culture
To identify the most pressing issues, and educate and enlist Trustees to address them
Bilingual docents

Examples of comments about General Attendance/Engagement



The Wadsworth needs to go to the people it wants to attract not send communications out and
hope they come
Continue to enhance reaching out with the invitations, transportation and all it takes to get
people to come back multiple times

Examples of Comments about Increased Diversity and Reaching Underserved Audiences




Continue to reach out to underserved audiences
Increasing engagement of Latino/African American communities
Involve more people at all socio‐economic levels.

Examples of Comments about Engaging Youth and Schools



Increasing interest in the museum by young people
Forming more long‐term alliances across the school system and communities.

Examples of Comments about Other Important Priorities for CEI




Secure funding
Using feedback from the community to inform museum programs and exhibits
Materials in proper languages, good distribution through community networks

Many staff and docent respondents (n=69) also named top priorities for CEI programming
moving forward. These also included continued focus on community attendance and
engagement, increased diversity and reaching underserved audiences (for example by offering
free admission more frequently, or including more Latino artists in exhibitions), and
continuing to engage youth and schools (for example by continuing to host Community Days
and Second Saturdays). Other priorities included enhancing visitors’ experiences, museum
accessibility and affordability, and sustaining specific CEI programs. Staff and docent
respondents also thought that top priorities for the next year should include changes on the
part of the staff/docents or other internal changes at the museum such as closer coordination
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with other cultural/educational organizations, completing the Wayfinding work, making sure
that all visitors feel welcome and comfortable, and securing consistent funding for CEI which
could also be used to bring on additional staff.
In response to the final survey questions, Trustees, staff and docents shared their thoughts on
the benefits of CEI programs, and they suggested a few ways CEI could be more visible.


Most respondents indicated that the key benefit was that CEI had helped the museum
fulfill its role in providing art education and appreciation to underserved communities,
and CEI was helping to make the Wadsworth a welcoming museum.



Respondents suggested the museum could make CEI programs more visible by utilizing
social media (Facebook and Twitter and including video links on the web page), doing
more marketing (on‐site television reporting, radio spots), and networking (inviting the
press, and more elected or appointed officials, and having leaders of the community as
museum spokespeople).

Lastly, Trustees, staff and docents used the “final comments” section to express approval of
current CEI efforts, to stress again the importance of outreach and community engagement and
in securing funds to continue CEI work.


CEI has been one of the most important and transformative programs during my time as a
Trustee.



I think (CEI) has made a great difference in connections between the Museum & the
community that it's here for. (Wadsworth Trustee)



Continue making art relevant to multiple audiences. (Wadsworth Trustee)



I have enjoyed participating in the CEI programs. I like the new changes that are being
made. (Wadsworth Trustee)



We are in jeopardy of losing momentum in CEI if we cannot garner more funds for the WA
to support staff, facilities and the programs. (Wadsworth Trustee)



It is wonderful to see the museum full of activity ‐ dancing, music and hands on activities
(during Second Saturdays). Great fun. Lots of energy. Would like to see more connections
with local artists and arts groups, not just on Second Saturday but for classes in the
galleries. Ongoing connections that make the museum a "usable" space for the arts
community. Not just looking but doing. (Wadsworth Docent)



I am active in the CEI program. I think that all staff should be required to actively
participate on some level. Active buy‐in and being stake‐holders are really important to
the ongoing success of CEI. (Wadsworth Staff)
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
A. Key Findings
During calendar year 2012, more than 101,000 people visited the Wadsworth. The museum
set and achieved or exceeded goals for overall attendance and through CEI worked to
identify specific un‐ and under‐served groups on which to focus outreach and
engagement efforts. Initial estimates to determine the characteristics of visitors showed that:


Adult visitors from various racial/ethnic groups and age groups attended (e.g., a total of
4% of those who visited in 2011 were African American/Black, 4% were
Latino/Hispanic, 5% were Asian/Asian American, 83% were Caucasian; 13% were
between the ages of 21 and 30, 24% were between 31 and 45, 34% were between the
ages of 45 and 60 and the rest were more than 60).



A substantial majority (74%) of calendar year 2012 Connecticut visitors who reported
zip codes came from Hartford county. City of Hartford residents were well‐represented
among those who visited (about 30% of Hartford County visitors were from Hartford.)

The Wadsworth utilized multiple strategies to engage CEI target populations. This
included special programming and events aimed specifically at Hispanic/Latino and African
American/Black visitors (e.g., Second Saturdays for Families, Community Days, and First
Thursdays) and special exhibits in the Connections Gallery. Additionally, during 2012, the
museum made a concerted effort to translate many print materials into Spanish, and launched
two new audio tours – highlights of the permanent collection and a family tour – in English and
Spanish.
As part of its regular and enhanced CEI programming, the Wadsworth made multiple efforts
to effectively engage school communities and families. This resulted in substantial
participation by those targeted.

13



During calendar year 2012, a total of 257 school groups were conducted involving more
than 13,000 students and 146 individual schools. About half of these groups involved
schools from Hartford.



Many of the students who participated in school tours during 2012 were children who
are members of under‐served groups CEI was designed to attract and serve. It is
estimated 13 that about 27% of students participating in school tours (as compared to
only about 4% of adult visitors) were African American/Black; about 36% of students
(compared to only 4% of adult visitors) were Hispanic/Latino.



The Wadsworth also conducted special summer and afterschool programming and
provided multiple opportunities to increase access by school‐aged youth through
free/reduced admissions. The Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program and the Summer
Community Studio involved smaller numbers of youth in intensive programming that
involved art‐making. For example, the Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program awarded four

Individual student demographics were estimated based on whole school population distributions for those schools
with publicly available school‐wide racial/ethnic population data. Adult visitor demographics were estimated through
stratified random sampling of visitors during the Monet exhibition May 20 through June 12, 2011.
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scholarships to Hartford students to participate in the University of Harford’s Summer
High School Visual Arts program.
Second Saturdays for Families programming engaged targeted family participants.


Between January and October 2012, a total of 4,903 attendees visited during Second
Saturdays, a little over one‐third of whom were children.



Families from the City of Hartford were the most prevalent among all visitors.

Efforts to engage school communities and families were well received and important
insights and outcomes resulted.


A substantial majority of teachers of students from all grade levels thought their
students felt welcome, understood the content and had opportunities to participate
through questions. Almost all teachers indicated the tours met their expectations.



Tour feedback also showed that proportionately fewer teachers were sure their
students understood the themes of the tours. This suggests some adjustments are
needed.



Museum on the Move ‐ School Outreach involved more than 750 4th grade participants
in classroom, art classroom and museum‐based learning opportunities during 2012.
Separate studies of the Museum on the Move program showed that participants
improved their writing, especially in the use of art terminology.



More than 90% of family member respondents to surveys about Second Saturdays for
Families 2012, provided positive ratings for the hands‐on art activities, family tours,
special activities and the live music.

Available visitor feedback showed that CEI also focused on enhancing visitors’
experiences.


A substantial majority of respondents to Second Saturdays surveys indicated the
program they participated in had helped them grow their own interest in art (86%),
had helped strengthen their relationships with their children (78%), and had helped
develop their children’s interest in art (70%).



About 80% of visitors to the MATRIX 164 exhibit indicated they were absorbed in their
art experience. They also indicated the exhibit made them feel peaceful and inspired.
Additionally, a total of 96% of visitors indicated the exhibit left them at least a little
curious and 80% indicated it left them feeling reflective. About 75% of visitors
indicated the exhibit helped them gain a new insight or learning.

In addition to the many program and exhibition‐focused efforts that comprised CEI, two
non‐program efforts: the re‐designed website and wayfinding improvements also
reflected important change during 2012. Evaluation of these showed the following.


The re‐designed website, available for the first complete year in 2012, included multiple
improvements: a simplified layout, easier navigation, far greater visibility of the
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museum’s exhibitions and programs, a sleek layout with a less busy appearance and
faster load time.


Review of current wayfinding needs showed that although there are many seating areas
throughout the museum, there is a considerable lack of locating signage throughout the
galleries. There is also limited wayfinding signage to amenities.

With CEI funding from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, the Wadsworth hired C&G
Partners to develop a comprehensive wayfinding plan. Phase I of the plan is focused on
interior signage, wayfinding, and donor recognition. Funding for Phase 1 has been secured and
implementation is scheduled to be completed in 2013.
CEI also focused on increasing outreach for multiple, and in many cases, new audiences.
In 2012 this was accomplished through special programs, collaborative efforts and
through partnership development.


The Wadsworth continued an interactive space (Connections Gallery), hosted a film
series with international appeal and presented special programs including First
Thursday, Artist Residencies, and Wake up at the Wadsworth.



Multiple partnerships were established or maintained in support of CEI. This included
program collaborations with 11 different organizations with whom the content of
programs were jointly determined; partnerships with 59 artists/musicians/performers;
and partnerships with 11 different scholars, teachers or other experts.

During 2012, organizational change efforts included the following.


Operation of a staff run, cross‐departmental Customer Care Committee focused on the
visitor experience.



Implementation of the Summer Diversity Internship which provided a stipend to a
single university student.



Participation in the Hartford Foundation’s Building Evaluation Capacity (BEC) Initiative.
The BEC team is interdepartmental and is focusing its evaluation work on the
Connections Gallery and the visitor experience.



Administration of internal CEI surveys to determine overall internal response to CEI
goals, strategies and outcomes.

Trustees, staff and docents were surveyed regarding CEI and their responses showed
overall support for CEI programs, goals and outcomes. They also highlighted some
differences regarding specific elements of CEI.


When asked on a three point scale – not important, somewhat important, important ‐
most Trustees, staff and docent respondents (66% or more) agreed that six of the ten
CEI programs were important.



Despite numerous reports and presentations about CEI, about one‐third of Trustees
indicated they needed more information about the Summer Community Studio and the
Summer Pre‐Collegiate program and about 19% of Trustees indicated they need more
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information about Artist Residencies. These were also the programs identified by the
fewest Trustees as important even among those with enough information to rate them.


About one‐quarter of the staff and docents also indicated they needed more information
about the Summer Community Studio and Summer Pre‐Collegiate program.



Most Trustees, staff and docents (66% or more) indicated their support for CEI efforts,
and on a scale ranging from – do not agree at all, agree somewhat, definitely agree‐‐ they
definitely agreed CEI has both benefitted and had an important impact on the
community and the museum.



Almost all Trustees indicated they definitely thought that CEI programs were benefitting
underserved residents of the Hartford community. This was also true for most staff and
docents, but the proportion definitely agreeing was notably smaller (94% of Trustees vs.
73% of staff and 76% of docents).



Several themes emerged when Trustees were asked to specify in their own words what
they thought were the most important results of CEI programming. Of the 32 Trustees
who provided responses, the most common comments identified diversity, outreach to
underserved audiences, visibility and partnerships. When staff and docents were asked
the same question, most of those who answered also indicated that increased
attendance and participation by a more diverse audience was a key result.

Through the survey, Trustees also provided multiple suggestions for how they could be more
involved with CEI. All responding groups identified suggestions for potential future partners.
Lastly, Trustees, staff and docents offered final comments that expressed their approval of
current CEI efforts and stressed again the importance of outreach and community engagement
and in securing funds to continue CEI work.
B. Recommended Action Steps
A cross‐departmental team of museum staff reviewed the evaluation report and together with
the evaluator identified needed actions, many of which involve more intensive collection and
use of information about CEI efforts. Recommendations focused on: refining goals and
establishing targets; increasing understanding of visitor profiles including who they are and
how they experience the Wadsworth; enhancing internal and external communication about
CEI; increasing access to the museum; and continuing to foster internal culture change.
Review Goals and Targets
 Review existing feedback from staff, docents, and others to refine original goals and establish new
goals if necessary.


Develop a new logic model with outcomes, success indicators, and targets for CEI programming.



Establish long‐term evaluation strategy that lasts beyond a grant period.



Coordinate with The Amistad Center to use the same evaluation instruments.
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Identify Visitor Profile
 Building on the base line data gathered in 2012 conduct additional analyses of the 2011 Adult
Visitor Study findings.
 Conduct a follow‐up Adult Visitor Study for 2013. Expand evaluation to include more specific types
of visitors, for example visitors with disabilities.
 Measure a greater variety of events and programs for a more accurate representation.
Analyze Visitor Experience
Collect better feedback data from Second Saturdays and First Thursday participants.
 Conduct focus groups and other studies of visitor engagement with a variety of visitors, including
teachers and target audiences.
 Evaluate demand for Spanish and/or multilingual materials and tours and respond accordingly.
 Analyze participation among visitors (i.e. art‐making, interacting in Connections Gallery and other
galleries).
 Expand evaluation to include feedback from program partners.
 Evaluate changes resulting from implementation of the Wayfinding Plan, Phase I.
Communication
 Increase awareness and communication of CEI and related programming:
 Among staff (i.e. brief updates at all staff meetings)
 To visitors and others (i.e. on the website)




Increase recognition of partnership with The Amistad Center and other impactful partners.

Access
 Continue to offer free transportation and free admission to Hartford schools and carefully track and
monitor locations of participating schools.
 Explore additional methods for increasing/enhancing access
Cultural Change at the Museum
 Continue efforts to effectively involve Trustees, staff and docents from all departments in CEI work:
 Provide more information in the areas identified in the survey
 Use other suggestions from the survey
 Conduct follow‐up surveys as needed

As shown above, several of the action steps will be addressed through continued evaluation.
Key evaluation questions will remain the same as for 2012. Key data collection strategies will
include the following:
Conduct secondary analysis and summary of 2011 adult visitor data
Review adult visitor study, assist with 2013 adult visitor data collection and analysis
Conduct follow‐up surveys with staff and board
Conduct Museum on the Move teacher focus groups
Collect and analyze data from three to four Second Saturdays sessions
Review physical plant changes (site visit/observation, wayfinding follow‐up)
Continue to collect and analyze visitor data for 2013 including number, zip codes
Review and integrate other external evaluation reports 2013
Develop/conduct retrospective artist residency mini‐study
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APPENDIX

CEI Programs and Partners 2012
Hispanic / Latino Populations
Second Saturdays for Families
This program, offered on the last Saturday of the month through June 2011 and the second
Saturday thereafter, was created in response to visitor requests for more family programming.
They feature free admission from 10-1 as well as artist-led activities, storytelling, music,
exhibition tours, art making demonstrations, dance performances, films, and docent led tours
(Eyes on Art Family Tour, ABCs: Art, Books, Connections and Ask About Art).
 Mi Casa es Su Casa: Feb. 11 / Attendance: 863
Community Days
The Museum hosts community days several times a year with free admission from 10am-5pm
and wide variety of activities including art-making, storytelling, films, docent-led tours, music and
dance performances. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Juneteenth community days are presented in
partnership with The Amistad Center for Art and Culture.
 Cities & Streets: Sept. 29 / Attendance: 1,617
Greater Hartford Children’s Latino Film Festival
The Greater Hartford Children’s Latino Film Festival, an umbrella project of The Association of
Peruvian American Professionals (APAPRO), showcases Latino and global youth themed art
films including shorts, animations, documentaries, and full-length feature films for children ages
three to eighteen free of charge. The project concept is based on utilizing art cinema as a
powerful agent of change by exposing youth to films that nurture innovative and critical thinking,
celebrate imagination, and promote positive cultural/human values that empower them to reach
their fullest potential.
 October 20 / Attendance: 196
Guide by Cell 2012
Guide by Cell allows visitors to access an audio tour offering additional insights into the art via
their cell phone. The permanent collection audio tours are offered in English and Spanish, and
there is no cost to the user, except for their minutes. In addition to general descriptions of
artworks, some audio tour stops include commentary from local leaders, contemporary artists,
museum staff, and experts in a number of fields.
 Number of unique callers: 784
 Number of prompts heard: 3,791
 Average # prompts heard by unique callers: 4.8
 Exhibitions featured: Patti Smith: Camera Solo and Medieval to Monet
 *Permanent collection: Highlights tour and Let’s Move! Family Tour
* Permanent Collection Tours
o Highlights Tour: This tour focuses on highlights of the Museum collection, with
insights offered by community member as well as Museum curators and educators.
Launched September 20, 2012
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o

Let’s Move Sculpture Tour: Part of Michelle Obama’s Let’s Move initiative, this tour
takes families on a walk to see sculptures in the permanent collection and
surrounding downtown area. Launched September 28, 2012.

Spanish language materials
A critical part of the CEI is ensuring that the Museum’s offerings are serving our communities.
Given the demographics of Hartford, the Museum has made a concerted effort to provide
bilingual materials as frequently as possible. Some materials that have been translated to date
include:
 Whirls and Twirls Family Guide
 Let’s Move! Family Guide
 Let’s Move! Audio Tour
 Highlights Audio Tour
 Highlights Audio Tour Rack card
 Program flyers for Second Saturdays for Families
 Information about hours in OnView the museum map
 Free Family Pass

African American / Black Populations
Community Days
The Museum hosts community days several times a year with free admission from 10am-5pm
and wide variety of activities including art-making, storytelling, films, docent-led tours, music and
dance performances. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Juneteenth community days are presented in
partnership with The Amistad Center for Art and Culture.
 Freedom: Jan 16 / Attendance: 786
 Art in Motion: June 9 / Attendance: 1,160
Nook Farm Book Talks: Uncle Tom’s Cabin
In preparation for the lecture, Topsy’s Legacy, on February 8, Nook Farms Book Talks
presented a discussion of Uncle Tom’s Cabin at the Harriet Beecher Stowe Center. This
collaborative program invited the community to discuss the characters and storylines in Stowe’s
famous antislavery novel in a conversation facilitated by Stowe Center Executive Director,
Katherine Kane. Presented in collaboration with The Amistad Center for Art & Culture, the
Harriet Beecher Stowe Center, and the Mark Twain House & Museum.
 Jan. 19 / Attendance: 45
Connections Gallery
The Connections Gallery is an interpretative space created in response to visitor comments
about making our collections more relevant to their lives. Our goal in the space is to highlight
works from our collection, examine them in new ways and engage our visitors.
Connections Gallery: The Amistad Center for Art & Culture
April 22, 2012 – December 31, 2012
The Amistad Center for Art & Culture and the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art have been
partners for 25 years. This exhibition celebrates that history by connecting photographs from
The Amistad Center’s Simpson Collection with two former MATRIX artists, Glenn Ligon and
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Dawoud Bey. Together they address a transition in representation for African Americans who
have seen multiple shifts in depictions that are finally moving toward nuance and accuracy.
Associated exhibit:
Collective Memories: Selections from The Amistad Center for Art & Culture
April 22, 2012 - September 23, 2012
This exhibition explored how societal concepts of race and culture may be produced,
distributed and retained. It was organized thematically around people, places and things to
structure ideas about what is African American. The selected works conveyed unique yet
limited personal stories of the complexities of African American lives in enslavement and in
limited freedom. With material from the seventeenth century to the early twentieth century
primarily from the United States, and to a lesser degree Great Britain and several other
countries, the exhibition demonstrated the breadth of The Amistad Center's permanent
collection.

School and Family Programs
Hartford Youth Art Renaissance
The 38th annual HYAR exhibitions at both the Wadsworth and the Hartford Public Library
celebrated student artwork created by Hartford Public School students in pre-kindergarten
through the twelfth grade. The Museum offered a scholarship to the HYAR portfolio award
winner in both years to attend the Hartford Art School’s Summer High School Visual Arts
program.
 May 5 – 27, 2012, works on view at
http://www.flickr.com/photos/hyar/sets/72157629755238837/
School Tours
Through inquiry and lively discussion, guided tours engage students in an active exchange of
ideas about art, culture and personal experiences. Students exercise and build critical thinking,
problem-solving, observation and visual literacy skills as they learn to look at and interpret
works of art from our permanent collection and exhibitions. A range of tour topics are designed
to align with students’ interests, grade level and curriculum needs, linking the visual arts to
language arts, history, science, social studies and fine arts. All school groups visiting the
museum receive a discounted rate, and tours are free for all schools with a Hartford zip code.
The Museum also offers a limited number of busses for Hartford schools.
 Attendance: 13,103, 51% from Hartford
Museum on the Move – School Outreach
This four-week program, piloted in the 2009-2010 school year, was developed in response to
visitor comments that they want to see the Museum out in the community. It uses the landscape
imagery from the permanent collection to promote state curriculum standards in language and
the visual arts as part of the Hartford Performs initiative. Fourth grade Hartford Public School
students participate in six activities with corresponding lesson plans, including two classroom
lessons, two art classroom lessons, a docent classroom visit and a trip to the Museum for a
docent-led tour. Curriculum materials and lessons focus on using the Museum’s collection as
the catalyst for the development of student’s descriptive writing skills and promoting state
standards. Writing assessments at the beginning and end of the program measure student
growth. All students receive passes to return to the Museum with their family.
 2012 / Attendance: 1,648, serving 757 students
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Charter Oak Cultural Center, Youth Arts Institute After-School Collaboration
This program offers repeat Museum visitation to Hartford elementary school students in the
Youth Arts Institute after-school studio art program through a series of themed, docent led visits.
 Attendance: 11 students with a series of 6 themed docent-led visits
Summer Pre-Collegiate Program
Each year, the Summer Pre-Collegiate program awards four students with $2000 scholarships
to the University of Hartford’s Summer High School Visual Arts program. This scholarship
includes tuition, materials, transportation, a weekly stipend, and visits to the Museum to draw in
the galleries and participate in docent-guided tours.
 Attendance: 90, 22 students served
Access for Hartford Youth
As part of the Museum’s goal to provide greater community access to the museum, a variety of
free general admission options are available. In addition to the following free admission
opportunities, the museum has made donations of complimentary tickets to fundraisers for local
charities and schools and complimentary tickets provided to social service organizations like
Hands on Hartford, Big Brother Big Sister, and the African American Affairs Commission.
Hartford Youth Admission
An extension of the free tours offered to all Hartford public schools, the Museum encourages
students to return with their families by offering Hartford students (grades K -12) free
admission year round.
o Admissions: 353 (age 13+, otherwise counted in “youth under age 12” below)
Teacher Discovery Pass
Teachers booking a docent-guided visit for their students receive a Teacher Discovery Pass.
This one-time free pass allows teachers to explore our permanent collection and special
exhibitions to prepare for the tour and plan connections to their curriculum. This pass
expires at the time of the class visit. Passes were also distributed to university professors
booking tours, participants in the Museum’s teacher workshops/in-services and attendees of
teacher tabling events.
o Admissions: 53
Free Family Pass
In the 2010-2011 school year, all students participating in Museum on the Move received
tickets to return to the Wadsworth with their families. For 2011-2012 the program was
expanded so that all Hartford school students who visit for a docent-guided tour received
new, professionally-designed Free Family Passes. These passes encourage students to
return to the museum, where they can act as tour guides for their families.
o Admissions: 130 (does not include children)
Hartford busing opportunities
The Wadsworth is able to offer 50 buses each school year for Hartford school groups
interested in attending the Wadsworth on a field trip.
Youth under age 12
All youth under age 12 are admitted free to the Museum.
o Admissions: 5,712, Discount admissions during Festival of Trees and Fine Art and
Flowers: 900
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Second Saturdays for Families
This program, offered on the last Saturday of the month through June 2011 and the second
Saturday thereafter, was created in response to visitor requests for more family programming.
They feature free admission from 10-1 as well as artist-led activities, storytelling, music,
exhibition tours, art making demonstrations, dance performances, films, and docent led tours
(Eyes on Art Family Tour, ABCs: Art, Books, Connections and Ask About Art).
 2012 / Attendance: 8,225
o Reality vs. Fantasy: Jan. 14 / Attendance: 663
o Mi Casa es Su Casa: Feb. 11 / Attendance: 863
o Victorian Days: March 10 / Attendance: 443
o Open the Window: April 14 / Attendance: 1,258
o Never Grow Up: May 12 / Attendance: 227
o Lightscapes: July 14 / Attendance: 347
o Red, Yellow & Blue: Aug. 11 / Attendance: 375
o My Street: Sept. 8 / Attendance: 517
o Wonderland: Oct. 13 / Attendance: 210
o Food for Thought: Nov. 10 / Attendance: 656
o Light Up the World: Dec. 8 / Attendance: 2,666
Family Guides
 Sol LeWitt
 Let’s Move!
Summer Community Studio
Youth from Hartford community organizations participated in docent-led tours of the Museum
and a related art-making activity. Free admission, tours, busing and free family passes were
offered to all groups. Participating organizations include: Boys and Girls Club of Asylum Hill,
True Colors, Charter Oak Cultural Center, Mi Casa Family Service and Educational Center,
Trinity Boys and Girls Club and Billings Forge Community Works.
 Attendance: 215

Broaden Audiences
Connections Gallery
The Connections Gallery is an interpretative space created in response to visitor comments
about making our collections more relevant to their lives. Our goal in the space is to highlight
works from our collection, examine them in new ways and engage our visitors.
Patti Smith
October 21, 2011 – February 19, 2012
In conjunction with the exhibition Patti Smith: Camera Solo, visitors could explore the poetry,
music, art and life of cultural icon Patti Smith. The exhibition included related images by and
about Smith’s friend and collaborator, the vanguard photographer Robert Mapplethorpe as a
reflection of their singular relationship.
Associated exhibit: Patti Smith: Camera Solo
October 21, 2011 – February 19, 2012
The pioneering artist, musician, and poet, Patti Smith has made her mark on the
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American cultural landscape throughout her 40-year career, from her earliest
explorations of artistic expression with friend and vanguard photographer Robert
Mapplethorpe in the 1960s and 70s to her profound influence on the nascent punk rock
scene in the late 1970s and 80s. Patti Smith: Camera Solo was the first exhibition of her
photography in the United States. The exhibition included seventy photographs, one
multi-media installation and one video work.
Artist Residency
Artist residencies offer local youth organizations the chance to work with an exhibiting
contemporary artist.
Jan Tichy / MATRIX 164
Jan Tichy partnered with The Amistad Center for Art & Culture’s Teen Advisory Group (TAG) to
produce a series of light-based public art works that highlight the teens’ perspectives on social
issues and the history and culture of Hartford’s North End. In their interactions with the artist,
both in person and through digital communications, TAG members learn about the artistic
process and the role of public art in building community. To prepare TAG members to develop
the final pieces, Tichy led presentations, a hands-on exploratory workshop and a guided tour to
some potential installation sites. As TAG members selected their sites and created planning
sketches, Tichy offered feedback by e-mail, one-on-one Skype meetings and a participatory
group website. The project connected thematically with Tichy’s other work—such as communitybased Project Cabrini Green in Chicago and his MATRIX show at the Wadsworth—while
empowering the teens in TAG to tell their own stories of Hartford through public art.
 Participants: 14
Associated exhibit: Jan Tichy / MATRIX 164
April 5, 2012 – August 5, 2012
Chicago-based artist Jan Tichy creates environments that transport visitors to another
planet. Combining elements of the visible and the invisible in darkened spaces with
moving light, Tichy’s mysterious worlds suggest lunar landscapes, secret military sites,
and futuristic cities. Mixing a variety of media―sculpture, video, photography,
architectural models, and installation―the artist’s work addresses his interests in art and
architecture, as well as politics, in subtle references to symbols of power. Born in
communist Prague in 1974, Tichy studied Political Science at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem, where he also studied photography at Bezalel Academy of Art. The artist
earned an MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where he currently
teaches.
Film Program
The Aetna Theater presents an annual film program, which features classics, documentaries
and foreign films. By screening movies from all over the world, the Museum is able to reach out
to diverse audiences through the accessible medium of film.
 Attendance: 7,803, Screenings: 107
First Thursday
As the longest running First Thursday event in the Hartford region, the Wadsworth has been
deepening visitor experiences and engaging new audiences by providing stimulating dialogue
with the artistic community in a social, informal setting for more than a decade. These evenings
feature live music, art-making activities, gallery talks, and docent-led tours. The changing
monthly themes are designed to enhance special exhibitions well as celebrate the diversity of
cultures that make up the Hartford community.
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2012 Total Attendance: 7,838
o Fire & Ice: Jan. 5 / Attendance: 661
o Rock Out!: Feb. 2 / Attendance: 493
o Guns & Roses: March 1 / Attendance: 342
o MATRIX 164/Jan Tichy: April 5 / Attendance: 499
o Passport to South America: May 3 / Attendance: 703
o Downeaster Block Party: June 7 / Attendance: 1,186
o Caribbean Block Party: Aug. 2 / Attendance: 1,367
o MATRIX 165/Ahmed Alsoudani: Sept. 6 / Attendance: 448
o Streets of New York: Oct. 4 / Attendance: 413
o Moulin Rouge: Nov. 1 / Attendance: 893
o Festival!: Dec. 6 / Attendance: 833

Library ARTpass
The Library ARTpass is offered free of charge to more than 200 Connecticut public libraries,
and provides free general admission for two adults and two youth age 17 and younger.
 Admissions: 3,088 (does not include children)
Wake up at the Wadsworth
This event for librarians featured a preview of Medieval to Monet, tours of the permanent
collection or Auerbach Art Library and an opportunity for library staff to learn about the
Wadsworth’s programs. All attending libraries received a complimentary copy of the catalog for
their collection.
 Sept. 13 / Attendance: 29

Cultural Change
Summer Diversity Internship
The Summer Diversity Internship provides a stipend to a single university student who serves as
an intern in either the curatorial or education department for one summer. This internship is
designed to increase the diversity among museum professionals.
Customer Care Committee
The committee is a staff run, cross-departmental group focused on visitor-centered organization.
The committee is charged with three goals: to prepare and adopt a philosophy that expresses
the Museum’s approach to customer service; to develop and implement a Customer Care
training program that accounts for the variety of needs of a diverse population; and to create a
Museum-wide system for collecting, reporting, and responding to visitor feedback. A Visitor
Feedback Report is collected and compiled by Visitor Services staff and distributed to all staff
via e-mail. The report includes comments to the Front Desk, Museum Shop, Security, Docents,
and via e-mail.
Building Evaluation Capacity
Building Evaluation Capacity is an 18 month course for non-profit organizations that guides
participating institutions through designing and executing a professional quality program
evaluation. In interdepartmental team representing Education, Visitor Services, Institutional
Advancement and Curatorial was accepted into the course in January of 2012. They are
working on an evaluation of the Connections Gallery, which will include timing and tracking,
surveys, and record reviews. The goal of the evaluation is to establish how visitors use the
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various interpretive strategies in the gallery, their feelings about the experience, and the degree
to which they understand the interpretive message of the exhibition.

Partners
Program collaborators (11)
Partners with whom the content of the program was determined collaboratively
 Ballard Institute and Museum of Puppetry
 Charter Oak Cultural Center
 Greater Hartford Children’s Latino Film Festival
 Harriet Beecher Stowe Center
 Hartford Art School
 Hartford Public Schools
 Hartford Youth Art Renaissance
 MI CASA Family Service & Educational Center
 Mark Twain House & Museum
 The Amistad Center for Art & Culture
 The Amistad Center for Art & Culture’s Teen Advisory Group
Artists, musicians and performers engaged (59)
 Ahmed Alsoudani
 Anthem
 The Arrangement
 Artists Collective
 Bated Breath Theater
 Beat City Hoops
 Donald Boudreaux
 Katie Callahan and Andre Balazs
 Kandie Carle and Marc Casslar
 Central Connecticut State University student artists
 CREC Academy of the Arts student artists
 Jordan Critchley and Aman Herron
 Conard High School Orchestra
 Connetic Dance
 Connecticut Ballet
 Gonzalo Cortes
 dancEnlight
 Dimensional Dance
 Jon Eastman
 EQuilibrium
 Greg Garcia and students from Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts
 Joseph Getter
 The Glamour Girls
 Hall High School Orchestra
 Harmonizers
 HARTS
 Heart & Soul
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Heirlooms
I Giovani Solisti
Khaiim the RapOet
Little Ugly
Brad McCallum
Natasha B. Miles
Ed Johnetta Miller
Mystic Paper Beasts
James Nares
Niro Boutique
Robert Noreika
Omulu Guanabara Capoeira Group
Jeremiah Patterson
Felicia “Snoop” Pearson
Kimi Rabun
Jonny Rodgers
Daniel Salazar, Jr.
Sam Parker Trio
Simsbury High School documentary students
South Windsor Square Dancing
Spare Parts
The String Fingers Band
String Theorie
Surcari
Jacqueline Tarry
Jan Tichy
Underground Coalition
Waking Elliot
Winterpills
Howard Wright
Joe Young

Scholars, teachers, and other experts engaged (11)
 Connecticut Audubon Society of Pomfret
 Connecticut Chinese Culture Association
 Girl Scouts of Connecticut
 Susan Goldberg, Noah Webster MicroSociety Magnet School
 Mandell Jewish Community Center and PJ Library
 MI CASA Family Service & Educational Center
 Milan Cultural Association
 Frank W. Mitchell, independent curator
 Lynne Reznick, Classical Magnet School
 Marguerite Sequin, E. B. Kennelly School
 Paul Wallen, Noah Webster MicroSociety Magnet School
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Web Analytics from WebsiteOptimization.com
http://www.websiteoptimization.com/services/analyze/

Website Optimization, LLC is a web performance and Internet marketing firm dedicated to increasing
your bottom line through the optimization of existing web sites. Founded in 2002 by Andrew King,
Website Optimization, LLC is a privately held consulting firm specializing in Website Performance, Search
Engine Marketing, Pay‐Per‐Click Advertising, and Conversion Rate Optimization. Andy King is also the
author of the popular book titled Speed Up Your Site: Web Site Optimization.
Download Times*

Connection Rate
14.4K
28.8K
33.6K
56K
ISDN 128K
T1 1.44Mbps

Download Time
218.25 seconds
114.92 seconds
100.16 seconds
64.74 seconds
27.87 seconds
13.01 seconds

*Note that these download times are based on the full connection rate for ISDN and T1 connections. Modem connections
(56Kbps or less) are corrected by a packet loss factor of 0.7. All download times include delays due to round‐trip latency with an
average of 0.2 seconds per object. With 58 total objects for this page, that computes to a total lag time due to latency of 11.6
seconds. Note also that this download time calculation does not take into account delays due to XHTML parsing and rendering.

The following analysis and recommendations are only in regard to the homepage and none of the sub‐
pages of www.thewadsworth.org.
Analysis and Recommendations






TOTAL_HTML ‐ Congratulations, the total number of HTML files on this page (including the main
HTML file) is 1 which most browsers can multithread. Minimizing HTTP requests is key for web
site optimization.
TOTAL_OBJECTS ‐ Warning! The total number of objects on this page is 58 which by their
number will dominate web page delay. Consider reducing this to a more reasonable number.
Above 20 objects per page the overhead from dealing with the actual objects (description time
and wait time) accounts for more than 80% of whole page latency. See Figure II‐3: Relative
distribution of latency components showing that object overhead dominates web page latency
in Website Optimization Secrets for more details on how object overhead dominates web page
latency. Combine, refine, and optimize your external objects. Replace graphic rollovers with CSS
rollovers to speed display and minimize HTTP requests. Consider using CSS sprites to help
consolidate decorative images. Using CSS techniques such as colored backgrounds, borders, or
spacing instead of graphic techniques can reduce HTTP requests. Replace graphic text headers
with CSS text headers to further reduce HTTP requests. Finally, consider optimizing parallel
downloads by using different hostnames or a CDN to reduce object overhead.
TOTAL_IMAGES ‐ Warning! The total number of images on this page is 36, consider reducing this
to a more reasonable number. Recommend combining, replacing, and optimizing your graphics.
Replace graphic rollover menus with CSS rollover menus to speed display and minimize HTTP
requests. Consider using CSS sprites to help consolidate decorative images. Use CSS techniques
such as colored backgrounds, borders, or spacing instead of graphic techniques to reduce HTTP
requests. Replace graphic text headers with CSS text headers to further reduce HTTP requests.
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Finally, consider optimizing parallel downloads by using different hostnames to reduce object
overhead.
TOTAL_CSS ‐ Caution. The total number of external CSS files on this page is 4, consider reducing
this to a more reasonable number. Because external CSS files must be in the HEAD of your HTML
document, they must load first before any BODY content displays. Although they are cached
upon subsequent requests, CSS files slow down the initial display of your page. Combine, refine,
and optimize your external CSS files. Ideally you should have one (or even embed CSS for high‐
traffic pages) on your pages. You can optimize CSS files using shorthand properties, grouping,
and then minify and GZIP compress them to reduce their footprint. Remember to place CSS files
in the HEAD and JavaScript files at the end of the BODY to enable progressive display.
TOTAL_SIZE ‐ Warning! The total size of this page is 266,622 bytes, which will load in 64.74
seconds on a 56Kbps modem. Consider reducing total page size to less than 100K to achieve sub
20 second response times on 56K connections. Pages over 100K exceed most attention
thresholds at 56Kbps, even with feedback. Consider optimizing your site with Website
Optimization Secrets, Speed Up Your Site or contacting us about our optimization services.
TOTAL_SCRIPT ‐ Warning! The total number of external script files on this page is 17, consider
reducing this to a more reasonable number. Combine, refactor, and minify to optimize your
JavaScript files. Ideally you should have one (or even embed scripts for high‐traffic pages) on
your pages. Consider suturing JavaScript files together at the server to minimize HTTP requests.
Placing external JavaScript files at the bottom of your BODY, and CSS files in the HEAD enables
progressive display in XHTML web pages.
HTML_SIZE ‐ Congratulations, the total size of this HTML file is 7,473 bytes, which less than 50K.
Assuming that you specify the HEIGHT and WIDTH of your images, this size allows your HTML to
display content in under 10 seconds, the average time users are willing to wait for a page to
display without feedback.
IMAGES_SIZE ‐ Caution. The total size of all your images is 88,216 bytes, which exceeds 50K.
Consider optimizing and creatively cropping your images, and combining them where
appropriate. Even better, replace graphic text and form controls with styled text to eliminate
unnecessary HTTP requests. Ideally each image should be less than 1160 bytes, to easily fit into
one TCP‐IP packet.
SCRIPT_SIZE ‐ Warning! The total size of external your scripts is 167,887 bytes, which is over
20K. Consider optimizing your JavaScript for size, combining them, and using HTTP compression
where appropriate for any scripts placed in the HEAD of your documents. You can substitute CSS
menus for JavaScript‐based menus to minimize or even eliminate the use of JavaScript.
CSS_SIZE ‐ Congratulations, the total size of your external CSS is 3046 bytes, which is less than
8K.
MULTIM_SIZE ‐ Congratulations, the total size of all your external multimedia files is 0 bytes,
which is less than 10K.
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The following is an analysis of the entire website of the Wadsworth Atheneum, including all sub‐pages.
Sources: User Effect is a consulting firm
specializing in strategic usability for business
websites, and WebsiteAuditExperts.com

Yes

No

Partial

Comments

Site Navigation & Orientation
Current location on site is
apparent
Home page link always available

1

Global navigation clear and
accessible
Content makes it clear where
links will take the visitor

1

1

Home page can be accessed through logo at
top left; no "home" tab or text navigation;
clicking shop prevents you from clicking their
logo to get home/no return home

From "shop" page, the main
navigation is lost

1

Key pages are accessible from
most locations on the site
Main navigation is easily
identifiable
Company logo is linked to home‐
page
Number of buttons/links is
reasonable
Links are consistent & easy to
identify
Navigation labels are clear &
concise
Site search is easy to access

1

Except "shop" page; see above

1

Small font

1
1
1
1
Search bar is easy to find and use, but
results are not very accurate

1

Identity
Company name is prominently
placed
Company logo Is prominently
placed
Tagline makes
company/organization's purpose
clear
Home‐page is digestible in 5
seconds
Clear path to company
information
Contact information readily
available throughout site

1

"Wadsworth Atheneum" appears
nowhere on home page above the
fold

1

None

1

Unclear about what company the
website is for; slow loading banner

1

Phone # and address at bottom of page,
no web form or email address for other
inquiries; on directions page the address is
not listed in plain text

1

1
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Sources: User Effect is a consulting firm
specializing in strategic usability for business
websites, and WebsiteAuditExperts.com

Yes

No

Partial

Comments

Content
Critical content is above the fold
Styles & colors are consistent
Major headings are clear &
descriptive
Emphasis (bold, etc.) is used
sparingly
Main copy is concise &
explanatory
Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQ) provided

1

Large banners and images push key
information to below the fold

1
1
1

1
1

Site Functionality & Errors
All major browsers supported
1
Flash, splash screens & add‐ons are used
sparingly
Contains no broken links
1
Error messages clear, useful and
helpful
Automatic page not found
routing to alternative page

Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome,
Safari OK
1

Slow loading banner on homepage

1
1

Goes to custom 404 page not found
from which users can go home, search
for other pages from or use a search
engine to find info

Site Consistency
Consistent use of topic related
terminology throughout site

1

Site wide navigation in
consistent location throughout
site
Consistent appearance of site
links
Consistent use of visual
elements across site
Common fonts and text sizes
used

1

1
1
1
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Sources: User Effect is a consulting firm
specializing in strategic usability for business
websites, and WebsiteAuditExperts.com

Yes

No

Partial

Comments

Site Visual Design
Graphics and images support
theme or topic of site

1
1

Layout is clear and easy to follow
Visual elements of design are
without too many distractions

1

Visual elements build visitor
trust and confidence in the site

1

Adequate text‐to‐background
contrast
Font size/spacing is easy to read
Images have appropriate ALT
tags (text descriptions)
TOTAL SCORE

1

Gray text on white is difficult to read

1
Great job throughout the collections
pages‐‐ all with text

1
30

5

5 40 criteria
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Wadsworth Atheneum Observation Checklist
Date: ________________________ Observer: _____________________________
NAVIGATING INTERIOR – 1st Floor

No

Yes

Maps are available





Directional signage for amenities





Directional signage for Artwork





Rooms have signs that are universally
recognizable and include braille
There are clearly marked exit routes









Seating available





Adult Audio tour signs available (rack card
available)
Audio Family Tours Available (rack card
available)
Guide by Cell signage









Notes

NOTES:

Protocol developed by Jamie Bassell, Evaluation Services. Approved by Wadsworth Atheneum, Dec 2012
Appendix 3

NAVIGATING INTERIOR – 2nd Floor

No

Yes

Maps are available





Directional signage for amenities





Directional signage for Artwork





Rooms have signs that are universally
recognizable and include braille
There are clearly marked exit routes









Seating available





Adult Audio tour signs available (rack card
available)
Audio Family Tours Available (rack card
available)
Guide by Cell signage









NAVIGATING INTERIOR – 3rd Floor

No

Yes

Maps are available





Directional signage for amenities





Directional signage for Artwork





Rooms have signs that are universally
recognizable and include Braille
There are clearly marked exit routes









Seating available





Adult Audio tour signs available (rack card
available)
Audio Family Tours Available (rack card
available)
Guide by Cell signage









Notes

Notes

Protocol developed by Jamie Bassell, Evaluation Services. Approved by Wadsworth Atheneum, Dec 2012
Appendix 3

NAVIGATING Museum Entrance

No

Yes

Directional signage for Entrance – Main St.





Directional signage for Entrance – Atheneum
Square
Signage for wheelchair /stroller access









Information on Museum Hours





Building identification





Museum Identity (so people know they have
arrived at Museum)





VISITOR PARTICIPATION

No

Yes

Opportunities for visitor participation 1st floor





Opportunities for visitor participation 2nd floor





Opportunities for visitor participation 3rd floor

















Opportunities for visitor participation –
Amistad Center

Notes

Notes

Protocol developed by Jamie Bassell, Evaluation Services. Approved by Wadsworth Atheneum, Dec 2012
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On the maps below, please make a mark in YELLOW where the maps are located/visible, in BLUE where the
locating signs are, in PINK where the Spanish language information/signage is, and in PURPLE where the
seating/comfort areas are.

Protocol developed by Jamie Bassell, Evaluation Services. Approved by Wadsworth Atheneum, Dec 2012
Appendix 3

On the map below, please make a mark in YELLOW where the maps are located/visible, in BLUE where the
locating signs are, in PINK where the Spanish language information/signage is, and in PURPLE where the
seating/comfort areas are.

NOTES:

Protocol developed by Jamie Bassell, Evaluation Services. Approved by Wadsworth Atheneum, Dec 2012
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Administration Details and Instrument
Survey: Second Saturdays for Families
Second Saturdays for Families: Survey Data Collection 2010, 2012
In addition to recording the age and zip code of all visitors on Second Saturdays, Wadsworth
Atheneum staff also administered surveys to a small select sample of participants.1 In 2010 this
included 53 participant spokespersons and in 2012 it included 43 participant spokespersons (a total
of 96 persons have provided information about their Second Saturday experiences). Although the
survey process is relatively new and currently being revised, and there are limited numbers of
responses, available data do shed some light on programming.
As shown in Table 1, respondents came from several different sessions during two different data
collection time periods (2010 and 2012). They heard about Second Saturdays for Families via
multiple strategies (and many individual respondents got information about the events from more
than one source). The Museum website, word of mouth and E‐blasts were identified by the most
respondents as the way they found out Second Saturday programs. Across the two time periods
many fewer respondents identified they were notified via a museum flyer and many more indicated
they found out about Second Saturdays through their child(ren)’s school.
Table 1: Outreach and Response to Second Saturdays
2010
n=53

2012
n=43

TOTAL
n=96

WHO ANSWERED THE SECOND SATURDAY SURVEYS*?
February 3

13

March 8

30

March 30

4

June 10

6

June 1

30

September 21

13

HOW DID RESPONDENTS HEAR ABOUT SECOND SATURDAY?
Museum Website

36%

35%

35%

Word of Mouth

19%

23%

22%

Instant Atheneum E‐Blast

17%

19%

18%

Museum Flyer

23%

7%

16%

Newspaper

11%

12%

11%

Facebook

8%

9%

8%

Child’s School

2%

16%

8%

Community Organization

4%

0

2%

1

Families who signed up for the museum’s email newsletter were asked to respond to a brief electronic survey
administered to them via email after the event.
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Table 2 shows self‐reported background information for the survey respondents. Though these data
cannot be used to project characteristics of other participants, they do show diversity among those
who provided feedback. They also highlight the potential value of knowing this information about a
larger, more randomly selected group of participants. As shown in Table 2:


Most of the respondents to the surveys in 2010 (86%) did identify as first time visitors to the
Wadsworth Atheneum, this was only true for about 19% of 2012 respondents.



In both years most of the respondents attended with children and in many cases they
brought children from multiple age groups – 21% of respondents in 2010 and 37% of
respondents in 2012 came with both older and younger children.



Proportionately more respondents indicated they brought school‐aged children than children
from any other age group (55% of respondents said they attended with children aged 6 to 12,
compared to only 29% who indicated they were with toddlers/pre‐schoolers/kindergartners,
23% who attended with young teenagers, and only 2% who brought infants/very young
children).
Table 2: Background Characteristics of Survey Respondents
2010

2012

TOTAL

n=53

n=43

n=96

86%

19%

55%

0 to 2

2%

2%

2%

2 to 5

23%

37%

29%

6 to 12

47%

65%

55%

13 and older

23%

23%

23%

% who came with children from multiple age groups

21%

37%

28%

% who came without any children

28%

9%

20%

VISITING THE WADSWORTH ON SECOND SATURDAYS*
% who were first time visitors to Wadsworth Atheneum
AGE OF CHILDREN VISITING**

LANGUAGES SPOKEN AT HOME (ONLY ASKED ON SURVEYS 2012)
English

95%

Spanish

16%

Other

2%

*Note these are not unduplicated counts. The same individuals can attend multiple events.
** Many respondents visited with more than one child and so the proportion by age does not sum to 100%.



Among these two groups of respondents there were substantial differences in the proportion
who attended with children of different ages across the two years. It is not clear whether this
is an actual trend, but worth continuing to follow whether there are differences in the ages of
those who attend.

 Most participants indicated they speak English at home. But about 16% indicated they speak Spanish.
A few other participants indicated they speak other languages at home in addition to English (Hindi,
French, German, Korean, Jamaican Patois, Romanian).
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1. Second Saturdays for Families
In the summer of 2011, we moved our family program from Last Saturdays to Second Saturdays for Families. Since
you've visited recently, we'd like to hear about your experiences during this program especially for families!

1. How did you hear about Second Saturdays for Families at the Wadsworth Atheneum?
(Check all that apply)
c Museum flyer
d
e
f
g
c Museum website
d
e
f
g
c Instant Atheneum Eblast
d
e
f
g
c Newspaper
d
e
f
g
c Facebook
d
e
f
g
c Child's school
d
e
f
g
c Hartford Public School communication
d
e
f
g
c Community organization
d
e
f
g
c Word of mouth (friend or relative)
d
e
f
g
Please specify newspaper, school, or organization

2. When you came to Second Saturdays for Families last year...
yes

no

a) was it your first visit to the Wadsworth Atheneum?

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

b) had you ever attended Last Saturdays for Families?

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

3. How many times have you attended either Last Saturdays or Second Saturdays for
Families?
c a) 1 time
d
e
f
g
c b) 23 times
d
e
f
g
c c) 4 or more times!
d
e
f
g

2. Experience
4. How did you like the programming during Second Saturdays for Families?
didn't like

liked a little

liked

liked a lot

loved!

N/A

handson art project

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

family tours

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

live music

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

special activities like

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

demonstrations and
dancing

5. What was one of your favorite or most memorable experiences this past year while you
were at Second Saturdays for Families and why?
5
6

6. Has your experience during Second Saturdays for Families...
Yes

No

Maybe

a) developed your child's interest in art?

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

b) grown your own interest in art?

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

c) strengthened your relationship with your child or children?

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

Feel free to tell us more...

3. Knowing our Audience
7. What age(s) children did you bring to Second Saturdays? (please check as many boxes
as apply)
c infants to age 2
d
e
f
g
c ages 2 to 5
d
e
f
g
c ages 6 to 12
d
e
f
g
c ages 13 and older
d
e
f
g

8. What language or languages are spoken in your home? Please check all that apply.
c English
d
e
f
g
c Spanish
d
e
f
g
c Hindi
d
e
f
g
c Chinese
d
e
f
g
c Croatian
d
e
f
g
c Portuguese
d
e
f
g
Other (please specify)

9. Are you a Member of the Wadsworth Atheneum?
j yes
k
l
m
n

j no
k
l
m
n

4. Your comments
10. Is there anything else you would like to share about your experience at Second
Saturdays for Families or the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art in general?
5
6

Administration Details and Instrument
Internal Survey: Staff and Docents
Staff and Docents
A total of 98 respondents including 44 staff members (45%) and 54 docents (55%) completed the
survey about the Community Engagement Initiative. Most staff respondents either served the
Wadsworth in this capacity for between 1‐4 years (41%) or over 8 years (41%). Details of service
type and service length can be seen in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Staff Department
n=42
Curatorial (Archives, A/V, Conservation,
Library, Registrar, Museum design)

38%

Finance (HR, Museum shop)

19%

Education (Visitor Services)

19%

Institutional Advancement

17%

Director's office

2%

Facilities (Information systems, Protection
services)

5%

Table 2: Length of Service: Staff and Docents
Staff
(n=39)

Docents
(n=52)

Less than 1 year

8%

0

1 ‐ 4 years

41%

10%

5 ‐ 8 years

10%

21%

More than 8 years

41%

69%
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Wadsworth Atheneum Staff and Docent Feedback Survey
Please take a moment to answer this survey. We value your thoughts!

These are the CEI goals that were set forth to the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving:







Better engage more Hispanic/Latino Populations in Hartford Area
Increase engagement of African‐American/Black communities
Increase engagement for school and family programs
Enhance the visitor's experience of the Museum
Broaden museum's reach across all audiences, including younger audiences
Achieve cultural change throughout the organization

1. How important are the following programs to achieving the mission of CEI?
Not
important

Somewhat
important

Important

I need more
information

Yes,
Definitely

I need more
information

a. Second Saturdays for Families
b. First Thursdays
c. Community Days
d. Film Series (Children/Latino)
e. Artist Residency
f. Family Guides
g. Bilingual Audio Tours
h. Museum on the Move – School Outreach
i. Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program
j. Summer Community Studio
2. Please share your views about the following statements:
Not at all

Somewhat

a. I agree with the CEI goals
b. The CEI programs are valuable and helping
to reach goals of CEI
c. I approve of the changes happening at the
museum
d. CEI has had an impact on the community
e. CEI has had an impact on the museum
f. These programs benefit underserved
residents of the Hartford community
Next page 

3. What do you think is the most important result of CEI programming, if any?

4. How important to you are each of the following related to CEI goals?
Not
important

Somewhat
important

Important

a. Visitors feel welcome at the Wadsworth Atheneum
b. Visitors feel inspired to return
c. Visitors feel comfortable
d. The museum celebrates many cultural identities or
backgrounds
e. Visitors enjoy their visit overall

5. What other groups should the Wadsworth Atheneum consider for future partners?

6. Please name your top TWO priorities for the CEI programming moving forward:

1) ______________________________________________________________________________________________
2) ______________________________________________________________________________________________

7. In your own words, what are the benefits of programs for underserved residents of the
Hartford community?

Next page 

8. How could the museum make its CEI efforts more visible?

9. What is your current role with the Wadsworth Atheneum? (Check one)
Staff
Docent

10. If you are a STAFF member, in which department do you work? (Check one)
Curatorial (Archives, A/V, Conservation, Library, Registrar, Museum design)
Director's office
Education (Visitor Services)
Finance (HR, Museum shop)
Institutional Advancement
Facilities (Information systems, Protection services)

11. How long have you served as either a staff member or a docent at the Wadsworth
Atheneum? (Check one)
Less than one year
1 – 4 years
5 – 8 years
More than 8 years

12. Is there anything else that you would like to share about your experiences with CEI
programming or the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art in general?

Thank you!

Administration Details and Instrument
Internal Survey: Board of Trustees
Board of Trustees
A total of 36 respondents including 26 active trustees (74%), 4 honorary and 4 ex‐officio trustees
completed the survey about the Community Engagement Initiative. Most respondents (43%)
reported serving the Wadsworth as a board member for between 1‐4 years. Details of service
type and service length can be seen in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Trustee Type
n=36
TYPE OF BOARD SERVICE

N=34

Active Trustee

76%

Honorary Trustee

12%

Ex‐officio Trustee

12%

Table 2: Trustee Length of Service
n=36
LENGTH OF BOARD SERVICE

N=34

Less than 1 year

6%

1 ‐ 4 years

44%

5 ‐ 8 years

27%

More than 8 years

23%
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Wadsworth Atheneum Board Feedback Survey
Please take a moment to answer this survey. We value your thoughts!

These are the CEI goals that were set forth to the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving:







Better engage more Hispanic/Latino Populations in Hartford Area
Increase engagement of African‐American/Black communities
Increase engagement for school and family programs
Enhance the visitor's experience of the Museum
Broaden museum's reach across all audiences, including younger audiences
Achieve cultural change throughout the organization

1. How important are the following programs to achieving the mission of CEI?
Not
important

Somewhat
important

Important

I need more
information

Yes,
Definitely

I need more
information

a. Second Saturdays for Families
b. First Thursdays
c. Community Days
d. Film Series (Children/Latino)
e. Artist Residency
f. Family Guides
g. Bilingual Audio Tours
h. Museum on the Move – School Outreach
i. Summer Pre‐Collegiate Program
j. Summer Community Studio
2. Please share your views about the following statements:
Not at all

Somewhat

a. I agree with the CEI goals
b. The CEI programs are valuable and helping
to reach goals of CEI
c. I approve of the changes happening at the
museum
d. CEI has had an impact on the community
e. CEI has had an impact on the museum
f. These programs benefit underserved
residents of the Hartford community
Next page 

3. What do you think is the most important result of CEI programming, if any?

4. How important to you are each of the following related to CEI goals?
Not
important

Somewhat
important

Important

a. Visitors feel welcome at the Wadsworth Atheneum
b. Visitors feel inspired to return
c. Visitors feel comfortable
d. The museum celebrates many cultural identities or
backgrounds
e. Visitors enjoy their visit overall

5. How could trustees be more deeply involved in our CEI programming?

6. What other groups should the Wadsworth Atheneum consider for future partners?

7. Please name your top TWO priorities for the CEI programming moving forward:

1) ______________________________________________________________________________________________
2) ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Next page 

8. In your own words, what are the benefits of programs for underserved residents of the
Hartford community?

9. How could the museum make its CEI efforts more visible?

10. How long have you served on the Board of the Wadsworth Atheneum? (Check one)
Less than one year
1 – 4 years
5 – 8 years
More than 8 years

11. In what capacity do you serve the board? (Check one)
Active Trustee
Honorary Trustee
Ex‐officio Trustee

Is there anything else that you would like to share about your experiences with CEI
programming or the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art in general?

Thank you!

Additional Reports Available Upon Request

REPORT

2012 Evaluation Reference

1.

Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art: Market Research 2011
Richard Benfield, Project Director
Central Connecticut State University
Department of Geography – Tourism Research

Engaging Target Populations

2.

Evaluation of the Museum on the Move Program, 2011
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford Connecticut
Lisa DaVia Rubenstein, Ph.D.
Joe B. Helbling, M.S.
Jaclyn, M. Chancey, M.S.
E.Jean Gubbins, Ph.D.
University of Connecticut, July 1, 2011

Engaging Schools and Families

3.

Evaluation of the Museum on the Move Program, 2012
Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford Connecticut
Joe B. Helbling, M.S.
University of Connecticut, June 8, 2012

Engaging Schools and Families

4.

National Endowment for the Arts’
Audience Impact Pilot Study
Conducted by WolfBrown, July 2012

Enhancing Visitors’ Experiences

5.

CEI Phase I Final Report: November 2009 (Chatbacks Summary)
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Introduction and Conclusion

6.

CEI Annual Report Year 1: January ‐ December 2010
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Introduction and Conclusion
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